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STONES, WALLS, STEPS & ELEMENTS WITH STYLE™
Olde Boston with CastStone Coping

ScapeStone with CastStone Coping

ScapeStone with Cooking Grates

Roman Pisa with CastStone Coping

Ideal Fire Pits

ScapeStone™ ■ Olde Boston™ ■ Roman Pisa®
High demand, profitable item

■

Minimal investment and inventory required

■

Easy to sell, easy to build
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IDEAL CONCRETE BLOCK CO.
IdealConcreteBlock.com ■ Waltham & Westford, MA

■

1-800-24-IDEAL

CALL OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE TODAY
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Lumber Co-operator is committed to broadening awareness of critical issues shaping the lumber and building material industry. We promise to equip our readers
with the necessary tools to compete in an ever-changing business environment.
Contact the Lumber Co-operator at 800-292-6752 or 518-286-1010.
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THE BEST WAY TO TRIM

Unlike wood, our PVC corner board
never needs painting and will not
warp, peel, split or rot. Expect lasting
beauty that will withstand the forces
of nature for many years to come.
The original 20’ one-piece corner board
on the market, VERSATEX® Timber
Ridge corner board features the best
tolerances in the industry — half that of
the competition. It’s easier to install and
requires less maintenance. Superior to
wood, our products reduce both lifecycle costs and labor callbacks. And, our
lifetime transferable warranty reassures
the customer that our products will
ultimately stand the test of time.
Explore the benefits of PVC.

www.versatex.com | 724.857.1111

Now you can rise to the
P R E M I E R B U I L D E R level
Download the free PREMIER BUILDER app,
snap a picture of your VERSATEX invoices, and
start earning rewards today! Not only are points
good for a wide variety of prizes (tools, trips,
electronics, and much more), but your lifetime
point history also determines your program
status and eligibility for certifications and
marketing support programs.

If you can take a
picture, you can
earn rewards!
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One brand, one call, can help grow your business.

Fire Membrane Joist
AJS® 24 FMJ

Boise Cascade’s fire joist
solution for unfinished
basements.

Grow your business with the most comprehensive
Engineered Wood Products supplier in New England
• State-of-the art software tools can help design
better homes, improve resource utilization, eliminate
most waste and save builders time and money.
• Experienced EWP sales support staff to help your
team and your customers grow their business.
• Largest EWP inventory in the Northeast can help you
manage your inventory, logistics and working capital.
• Broad mix of products to help you satisfy the needs of
your residential, multifamily and commercial customers.
• Many code approved options to meet the new fire
code requirements, call for more information.

Westfield, MA
877-462-6473

Broad Product Line
VERSA-LAM® LVL, LVL Studs, Wide LVL Lumber
for high strength beams, headers and tall walls.
ALLJOIST® (Solid Sawn Flange) and BCI® Joists
(LVL Flange) for framing strong, flat, quiet floors
and ceilings.
Fire Resistant Floor Joist AJS® 24 FMJ
Deep Depth ALLJOIST® available by Special Order
18”, 20”, 22”, 24” Depths.

Building Materials Distribution
www.bc.com/distribution

Greenland, NH
800-962-9961
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News & Views

Rita Ferris, NRLA president
Just a few weeks ago, NRLA held its 123rd Annual Meeting in West Harrison, N.Y. We thanked our outgoing
Chair, Bob Bicknell of Bicknell Building Supply, for his tireless work on behalf of the NRLA members during
his travels to state and local (S&L) annual meetings, golf outings, and service on NRLA committees. Bob fully
dove into his chairmanship and helped NRLA with anything and everything needed, and he did so with a
smile. In fact, when helping to develop programs for the members, he wouldn’t consider a job complete
unless he was sure that every possible benefit was included, and nothing was left on the table in terms of
price or service. Such was the case when he helped negotiate our credit card processing program with PPC.
Thank you for your incredible dedication and service to the membership, Bob!
One of our goals for the year was to increase member engagement. Along those lines, the S&Ls and NRLA
increased engagement by providing over $26,000 in subsidies for education, holding a record-breaking
number of yard tours with legislators, providing support for the National Lumber and Building Material
Dealers Association (NLBMDA) Legislative Conference held in Washington, and by partnering with grammar
schools, middle schools, and universities to increase industry awareness. The Northeastern Young Lumber
Executives (NYLE) broke a retail attendance record by hosting 36 retail and 17 associate members on their
Timber Tour to Maine. Thirty-seven of the attendees were first-time participants!
NRLA worked to provide more valuable programs to members through our new credit card processing
program with PPC, by introducing a customizable employee handbook, and allowing NRLA to manage your
employees’ education online. At the same time, we continued to grow participation in our existing programs
such as the property and casualty insurance programs with Acadia and AmTrust, NRLA’s drug testing
program, and our workers’ compensation programs in New York and Massachusetts.
As mentioned in the last issue, one of NRLA’s goals is to ensure a bright future for the members. As we begin
our 124th year of service to the industry, Dana Schnipper of JC Ryan EBCO/H&G LLC has been installed as our
new Chair. Dana’s goal is to continue to increase engagement in all facets of our work and encourage the
members to think of NRLA as an extension of their own staff.
In the coming year, we will continue to develop programs to help your bottom line, such as the new
consumer credit card program with GreenSky, the bi-annual Compensation & Benefits Survey, and education
on how to use technology to grow sales. We will pilot Workforce Development programs in New Hampshire
and Connecticut, S&Ls with strong foundations and connections. Feedback from those pilots will be applied
to roll out the best possible Workforce Development program to all NRLA regions.
Lastly, our most important goal is to prepare you and the NRLA for success in the future. We are doing this
by diversifying revenue, encouraging S&Ls to choose work that provides the best value, managing expenses,
updating fiscal policies, and increasing participation everywhere—especially at the LBM Expo.
There is a lot to look forward to in this new year, and the NRLA staff and I are excited to help you build your
future success!
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you,
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RAILINGS
REFINED
Aluminum ● Cable Rail ● Vinyl

MADE IN USA

OVER 30 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING EXPERTISE!

SUPERIOR PLASTIC PRODUCTS & KEY-LINK FENCING & RAILING:
Offering A Wide Variety Of Unique Products & Styles
Designed To Maximize Your Enjoyment, Security & Privacy.

DISTRIBUTED BY

Learn More at HolbrookLumber.com
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From the Publisher

Rob Totaro, director of communications & P.R.
The perfect marriage
The perfect house
The perfect child
The perfect marketing plan
And unicorns
The only thing this list has in common: they don’t exist. And while developing the perfect
marketing plan is a lofty goal, you have a better chance of seeing a unicorn.
Now I realize you’re probably disappointed that this editorial isn’t going to give you all the answers
to your marketing questions. But that’s only because, in marketing, there are no definitive answers.
What works in one community may completely fail in another. There are just too many variables,
and it’s too difficult to measure ROI. So why create a marketing plan at all then?
First, let’s dissuade ourselves of the idea that a marketing plan is an instruction manual to be
followed point-by-point for fear of ending up with a handful of “extra” parts. In my 20-plus-year
career in marketing and communications, I’ve come to believe that—like a marriage, or a child,
or even a unicorn—a marketing plan is a living, dynamic document.
So, if you’re having a difficult time developing the perfect marketing plan, stop. You’re thinking
about it wrong. Instead, I challenge you to create a marketing vision that will help to guide your
marketing choices by starting with a simple question: If every interaction my business has with
people could do one thing, what would I want to accomplish?
Make a sale? Get you into my store? For me, the answer to that question is to build trust. Because
in the end people want to do business with people they like and trust. Now let’s think about
that in terms of marketing. Do you trust the salesperson who tries to sell you the most expensive
product or the salesperson who helps solve your problem most effectively?
A recent survey of NRLA retail members found that the top three marketing challenges facing
retailers today are a lack of time, the inability to generate engaging content, and budget constraints.
By focusing in on developing what that marketing vision looks like, you will be able to effectively
address each of these challenges by honing in on the most important message for each moment.
This issue of the LC should be seen as a marketing primer. The start of a conversation that will
ultimately help you market your business in your community.
Enjoy.
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THE STYLE AND QUALITY YOU EXPECT.
THE DELIVERY TIMES YOU MAY NOT.
Speed. Selection. Value. They’re all yours when you work with Wolf Home Products®.
Whether you need multiple kitchens or a couple replacement cabinets, every order
from our 24 in-stock Quick Ship cabinet styles will deliver in days, not weeks.
We satisfy your orders fast. You satisfy your customers — fast.
Contact your Wolf Sales Consultant or call Wolf Kitchen & Bath Customer Service at
717.505.3323.

wolfhomeproducts.com
KITCHEN & BATH | OUTDOOR LIVING | BUILDING PRODUCTS
© 2017 Wolf Home Products. All Rights Reserved.
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Dialogue

Dana Schnipper
NRLA Chair, JC Ryan EBCO/HG, LLC
As I began to think about writing to the NRLA membership introducing myself as the incoming
chair, I found myself thinking about how the NRLA staff and the NRLA programs have supported
the companies I have owned over the past four decades.
Like many of you, I grew up in the lumber business. My grandfather and father founded a local
lumber yard just after World War II in Sea Cliff, N.Y., on Long Island. After a five-year career as an
administrator at a local university, I joined my father’s company. In 1978, I purchased another
lumber yard in Hempstead, N.Y., which I sold.
Today, I am in the commercial door and hardware industry supplying wood doors, hollow metal
doors, and commercial hardware for the construction of high-rise residential and commercial
buildings. While I am not selling 2x4s, the daily issues are the same, and membership in the NRLA
continues to have great value.
NRLA is an advocate for each of us that we can rely on and should use. Have a sales tax issue?
The Legislative department is there to help. Need a handbook? NRLA has one that you can
have for free.
Our employees need and expect us to provide continuing education. NRLA has Forklift Training
and the LMS programs to satisfy this need.
Our brick-and-mortar businesses are going to have to adapt to the change that companies such
as Amazon have brought to the market. If Amazon can deliver a window air conditioner to my
front door, how long it will be before they are delivering dimension lumber?
We need the NRLA to be our voice promoting the independent lumber and building
supply companies.
NRLA is changing. In the last few years we have added to our geographical footprint. We now
have state and locals in both New England and the Mid-Atlantic States.
I encourage you to take advantage of what the NRLA offers to all its members. It is a unique
organization that is ready to accept any challenge.
Sincerely,
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In this together.

Introducing Building Results CRM: an integrated customer relationship management solution.
Our latest platform, Building Results CRM,
supports customer relationships by streamlining
everything sales representatives do:
from managing contacts and appointments
to comprehensive territory management, and
travel planning. Building Results CRM is here
so you can be there for your customers.

BUILDING RESULTS | CRM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access customer data
One-stop territory management
Single source for information
Full integration with Outlook Exchange
Access comprehensive sales data
Simplified log in
Customizable to how you work

DMSi.com/CRM
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Dialogue

Robert “Bob” D. Bicknell
NRLA Past Chair, Bicknell Building Supply
As we all know the years go by much too fast. For me this past year went by at warp
speed. It seems like yesterday we were in Lake Placid, my grandchildren stealing the show,
and we got 6 inches of snow on Saturday night. Just another miracle in Lake Placid!
The 2017 NRLA Annual Meeting was held in West Harrison, N.Y., on October 20 and 21.
Dana Schnipper, JC Ryan EBCO/HG LLC, was installed as the 2017-18 chairman. Unlike
Lake Placid, the weather was absolutely fantastic, clear, and warm. The beautiful fall
weather may be an omen of the great year NRLA will have with Dana at the helm.
The two-day event was filled with committee meetings, the NRLA board meeting,
and various social activities. On Friday night we traveled to the Great Jack O’Lantern
Blaze where we saw thousands of carved pumpkins sculpted into various designs. On
Saturday afternoon we had the privilege of visiting the Statue of Liberty. When at the
Statue of Liberty I couldn’t help but think about the many people who traveled to the
United States and saw that statue for the first time realizing they were finally free. In
1919 my wife’s Greek grandmother (Yia Yia) was one of those people. She became a very
proud American and told us many times of her stay on Ellis Island during processing.
The Annual Meeting was also a time to recognize Chuck Handley, chairman 2015-16,
for his many years of leadership in NRLA. Even though Chuck’s term with the NRLA
Executive Committee has ended, I can guarantee he will still be very involved.
Speaking of time flying, Rita Ferris was recognized for her 10 years as NRLA president.
Her leadership has made the NRLA the premier LBM association in the U.S. Jon Halgren,
Curtis Lumber executive vice president, did an excellent job remembering the 10 years.
Rita promised another 20 years as president!
Last, I would like to tell you I will be forever grateful for the opportunity to have served
as your NRLA chairman this past year. Thank you.
Thank you.
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CAPTIVA CUSTOM WOOD DOORS
Beautiful handcrafted wood doors that are made with only the finest
hand-selected materials and are constructed using a balance of old
world craftsmanship combined with state-of-the-art technology.

FIRE RATED DOORS AND FRAMES

Single & Double Rabbet available in
60 & 90-Minute, Intumescent edging
with metal clips

• 20, 45, 60, & 90 minute door & jamb
fire ratings
• 1-3/4" & 2-1/4" door thickness
available
• Flat or rabbeted jambs
• Metal jambs available for all ratings
• All fire doors and jambs available
stain grade, paint grade or prefinished
• Available with flat or raised panels
• All standard sticking and panel
For more info visit,
www.captivawooddoors.com

1255B Grand Army Highway | Somerset, MA 02726

44 Green River Way | Watertown, MA 02472

phone 800-225-4252 fax 617-926-6330

2049 Silas Deane Highway, Suite 1A | Rocky Hill, CT 06067

120 Defreest Drive, Suite 19 | Troy, NY 12180
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Dialogue

Mike Duval, NYLE president, Huber Engineered Woods
I am writing this as we travel on the bus to the great state of Maine for the Timber
Tour. Please look for the next issue to enjoy a full recap of the Timber Tour from the
attendees’ perspective. I do have to quickly mention I feel an enormous amount of pride
to be part of this group on the tour. We have 50 industry participants ready to explore
manufacturing in the northernmost geography of the NRLA. Maine here we come!
Fall is an extremely busy time of the year in our industry. I hope when you get a moment
to think about your educational plan for next year, you consider what NYLE has to offer.
Education and retention are two main goals of NYLE for our industry. We all know how
tough it can be to get someone new interested in the LBM Industry. It might not be the
top industry on the minds of recent college graduates; however once you are in, it is
tough not to fall in love with. We are planning our 2018 events as you read this. Please
be on the lookout for educational and networking events designed to strengthen your
employees’ effectiveness and foster a sense of pride in this great industry.
I realize we have a few short months before the LBM Expo. However, NYLE puts a great
deal of effort into planning and executing for our members to have a successful LBM
Expo. I want to share with you a couple quick highlights we have planned. I am proud to
announce NYLE will be sponsoring the LBM Expo mobile app! We think this is a must-have
tool for those attending the Expo, and it’s a sponsorship that aligns well with the NYLE
mission. At the Expo, NYLE will be co-located with the NRLA in a shared booth. NYLE also
will be sponsoring the “Discovering Providence” event on Wednesday at the Expo. Please
mark your calendars for the NYLE Annual meeting on Thursday, Feb. 15, 4-5 p.m. At the
Annual Meeting, we will be handing out our Robert Vasquezi Scholarships, installing of
our new officers, and honoring our CHIPs Sward and Redwood Award recipients.
Thank you for taking a moment to share your time with my thoughts. I am excited to see
how the back half of 2017 finishes up for you and your business. I look forward to seeing
you at our upcoming events.
Respectfully submitted,
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the New

Now the best is getting even better. Discover our stunning new decking lines and diverse
colors that are specifically designed to ensure that there is a MoistureShield® collection
for everyone. Our family of durable outdoor living products offers you the right options to
fit your style and budget.

www.holbrooklumber.com
800.833.3383
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Our beauty is more than skin deep though. Our boards are so durable they can be
installed on the ground, in the ground or even underwater while still being protected by
the industry’s leading lifetime warranty. If we can perform in those harsh environments
just imagine what you can create in your own backyard.
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©2017 Advanced Environmental Recycling Technologies, Inc. All trademarks are property of Advanced Environmental Recycling Technologies, Inc., unless otherwise noted. All rights reserved.
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Industry News

Masonite Announces
Acquisition of A&F
Wood Products

Koopman Lumber Merges
With Doyle Lumber
Koopman Lumber and Hardware has announced a merger with Andover, Mass.-based
Doyle Lumber Company.
With the merger, Koopman Lumber, a family-owned company since 1939, expands
its operations to nine locations throughout eastern Mass.
“We are very happy to be able to compete in a new marketplace,” announced Dirk
Koopman, CEO of Koopman Lumber. “Doyle has been great organization with many
talented people. We look forward to working in the North Metro Area.”
Doyle Lumber has served Andover for 96 years and will now be able to offer the
community additional product lines, enhanced capabilities, and greater resources.
Koopman Lumber has 280 employees and 40 outside sales professionals delivering
expertise in lumber, millwork, kitchens, and paint.

LBM Advantage
Better. Stronger. Together.

LBM Advantage
Completes IBSA Merger
The merger of IBSA Inc. into LBM Advantage Inc., approved by the shareholders of each
group earlier this year, has been completed as of October 1.
“It has been an honor to work with the staff and directors of IBSA to structure a
merger that will be beneficial to our combined memberships; not just for today but for
future generations,” remarked Steve Sallah, president and CEO of LBM Advantage.
The combined Advantage shareholder base bands together $6 billion of retail sales
from 585 member companies operating 1,100 locations in 35 states. IBSA’s Smithfield,
N.C., location will be added to Advantage’s current New Windsor, N.Y., Grand Rapids,
Mich., and Monroe, La., member sales and service centers.
16
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Masonite International Corporation
announced that it has completed the
acquisition of A&F Wood Products, Inc.
(“AFWP”), a wholesaler and fabricator of
architectural and commercial wood doors
in the Midwest. Founded in 1968, AFWP
excels in providing door and hardware
distributors with wood doors, hollow
metal doors, custom metal frames, wood
frames, and hardware with quick ship
capabilities. The sellers will retain the use
of the A&F brand for use with a separate
pocket door frame business they will
continue to operate.

Roseburg Completes
Acquisition of
Timberlands
Roseburg Resources Co. announced the
acquisition of approximately 158,000
acres of investment-grade timberland
in the southeastern United States from
Forest Investment Associates (FIA), a
timberland investment management
organization.
The timberland is located around
Roanoke Rapids, largely within the
coastal region of North Carolina and
southeastern Virginia, and has a strong
history of professional management. The
acquisition was completed Sept. 28.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

WOOD DONE RIGHT

Engineered Wood Products | Studs & Timbers | Real Wood Siding | Softwood Plywood

Roseburg.com

800.245.1115
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Industry News

Full Speed Ahead at Recent LMC Dealer Exchange
On September 19 and 20, LMC hosted its annual Dealer
Exchange in Houston. The event brings together LMC dealers
from around the country for roundtable discussions and the
sharing of best practices.
Topics focused primarily on overcoming challenges facing
LBM dealers in the digital age. They included adapting to
changing customer expectations, the need for personalized
customer experiences to drive retention, and using technology
for better reporting in yard management.

New to the Dealer Exchange this year was a crossover
day with the LMC Leadership Summit attendees. This Summit
brings together the next generation of leaders in the LMC dealer
network to prepare them for the road ahead in their family
businesses. Thanks to the crossover day, Summit attendees
were able to gain valuable insight from today’s leaders in the
LMC network and, similarly, today’s leaders gained a unique
perspective from the next generation.

Funds Advised
by Apax Partners to
Acquire ECi Software Solutions
Funds advised by Apax Partners (“Apax Funds”) have reached a
definitive agreement to acquire ECi Software Solutions, a provider of
enterprise resource planning (ERP) software solutions to small- and
medium-sized businesses (SMB) across the distribution, field services,
building and construction, and manufacturing industries.
ECi has invested heavily in its core verticals to transition all
product sets to the cloud. The Apax Funds investment will accelerate
this initiative as ECi continues to provide best-of-breed, industryspecific functionality.
Concurrent with this transaction, the Macola, JobBOSS, and
MAX businesses of Exact Software (a current Apax Funds portfolio
company) will be combined with ECi. These businesses are based
in the U.S. and provide ERP software applications to a wide range of
SMB manufacturers.
The combination of Exact’s Macola, JobBOSS, and MAX
businesses with ECi will create a diversified SMB-focused business
offering end-to-end technology solutions. The current ECi senior
management team, including CEO Ron Books, will continue to
lead the combined company, which will be known as ECi Software
Solutions. It will remain headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas.
18
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Boral Adds Parksite
to Distribution Network
Parksite has added Boral TruExterior Siding & Trim and Versetta
Stone to its product lineup in three locations. The company
will offer Versetta Stone in the Mid-Atlantic region and the
Carolinas through its facilities in Baltimore and Apex, N.C. It
also will distribute TruExterior Siding & Trim through its Fargo,
N.D., location, reaching the majority of North Dakota and South
Dakota, as well as Minnesota and northwest Iowa.
“Parksite is a natural fit for our expanding distribution
network,” said Jason Quenzer, director of sales for Boral Light
Building Products. “The company’s go-to-market strategy is very
much like our own, with a focus on engagement and working
directly with dealers to support and respond to the needs of
builders and architects.”
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We’ve Built Over 1,000 LBM Buildings.
Can the Next One Be Yours?
FROM RACKING SYSTEMS TO ENTIRE
LUMBERYARDS DESIGNED AND BUILT FROM
THE GROUND UP, WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
HOW MUCH WE LOVE WORKING WITH

LBM CLIENTS JUST LIKE YOU.
WE’VE
WORKED ON
LUMBERYARDS
IN ALL

50 STATES

WE’VE BEEN WORKING WITH LUMBERYARDS

FOR THREE DECADES

Check out some of our success stories at Sunbelt-Rack.com/stories
For over 30 years, we’ve designed and built metal buildings and storage solutions for lumberyards.
We understand the scope of your business and will build solutions for your specific needs.
Whatever your next project entails — racking systems, drive-thru buildings, or a retail store — we can
design and build it for you. Give us a call and find out how we can support your lumber and your business.

© WTD Holdings, Inc., 2017.
All rights reserved.

CT-Darnell.com • Sunbelt-Rack.com • 800-353-0892
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Industry News

Ring's End Acquires
Tuxis Lumber

Hancock Lumber Named
“Best Place to Work” in Maine
For the fourth year in a row, Hancock Lumber has been named one of the 2017 Best
Places to Work in Maine.
Company President Kevin Hancock circulated a message to employees upon hearing
the news, “I am excited that we are a ‘Best Places to Work in Maine’ for the 4th year in
a row. Everyone contributes to the work culture, so every person is responsible for this
award! CONGRATULATIONS! Work should be a place where people learn, grow, and feel
important. We spend too much time at work to not make work a valuable experience. I
love how we are redefining what a lumber company can be about. Thank you!”

Macpage Named
One of the 2017 Best Places
to Work in Maine
Macpage LLC has been named one of the 2017 Best Places to Work in Maine. Macpage
is one of the largest accounting firms in the state of Maine, providing traditional and
integrated accounting, consulting, and tax services. They employ over 90 people in
Maine and Massachusetts.

HAVE NEWS TO SHARE?
Contact Rob Totaro
at rtotaro@nrla.org or 518-880-6386.
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Ring’s End, Inc. has acquired the
business assets of Tuxis Lumber in
Madison, Conn. Family owned and
operated since 1902, Ring’s End is a
supplier of lumber and building materials
and the largest Benjamin Moore paint
retailer in Connecticut. The new location
in Madison will be the eighth full-service
lumberyard in the company’s portfolio,
which includes 11 freestanding paint
centers, a commercial paint and lacquer
facility, a custom millwork shop, a
centralized distribution warehouse, and
an education center.

U.S. Lumber Agrees
to Acquire Nilco
U.S. Lumber Group, LLC and Nilco have
signed an agreement under which U.S.
Lumber will acquire Nilco. The combination
will create a company with a broader
geographic presence and an expanded
product mix. U.S. Lumber, based in Atlanta,
is a two-step distributor of specialty building
products in the Eastern United States, while
Nilco, headquartered in Hartville, Ohio,
is a two-step distributor of building and
industrial products in the Midwestern and
Northeastern United States.

Dancik and Mincron
Rebrand as Kerridge
Commercial Systems
Kerridge Commercial Systems, provider
of integrated software solutions focused
on servicing the building materials,
lumber, floor coverings, electrical and
plumbing distribution, wholesale and
retail markets, announced that Dancik
International and Mincron have been
rebranded as Kerridge Commercial
Systems (KCS).
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GRAYNE SHINGLES.
TURNS OUT, LOOKS
DO LAST FOREVER.

AS CLOSE TO REAL CEDAR AS IT GETS.

LIGHTWEIGHT & EASY TO INSTALL • MULTIPLE COLOR OPTIONS • AVAILABLE IN 5´´ white cedar & 7.5´´ red cedar • Grayne.com
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Roxul Rebrands
as Rockwool

Derby BP Survives Hurricane
Derby Building Products’ Miami plant is back up and running after getting slammed with
100-mph winds and torrential rain from Hurricane Irma. The plant, which manufactures
Tando and Novik product lines, lost power for over a week. Thanks to incredible
teamwork and commitment, orders were sent out every day during the power outage.
Employees worked without air conditioning, lights, or power to get the job done and are
now working around the clock and weekends to get caught up on production.
“Most importantly, our colleagues are all safe after this monstrous storm. Their
dedication during this difficult time was nothing short of extraordinary,” said Ralph
Bruno, President of Derby Building Products. “They worked tirelessly under very difficult
conditions in high temperatures and humidity to ensure we shipped whatever we could
to our customers.”
As a testament to Tando's newest product, Beach House Shake, the demo wall in
back of the plant was in the direct path of hurricane winds and rain—the wall and product
survived without any damage. “The Beach House Shake demo wall serves as a focal point
for customer visits and plant tours to showcase the fact that it is impervious to moisture
and maintains the realism of true cedar shake in any weather and over time. Now we can
say it's also hurricane resistant and hangs tough, just like our dedicated employees.”

Roxul Inc., the North American division
of the Rockwool Group, the world’s largest
stone wool manufacturer, will commence
a full rebrand to Rockwool. The Rockwool
brand has been marketed proudly and
internationally for 80 years and now will
be adopted in North America.
The rebrand takes effect Jan. 1 and
will apply to all segments of Roxul’s
North American insulation business—
residential, commercial, roofing, OEM
(core solutions), and technical insulation
(industrial, marine, and offshore)—as
well as all product lines.
“Roxul is soon to be Rockwool
in North America,” said Trent Ogilvie,
president of Roxul Inc. “The rebrand
creates a unified identity for our
company, its solutions, and benefits on
a global scale. It reinforces Rockwool’s
position as a world leader in a diverse
range of stone wool solutions, while
unlocking significant potential for
our business.”
The rebrand will allow Roxul to
better leverage the Rockwool Group’s
longstanding leadership position in the
international insulation marketplace.

MiTek Enters Distribution Agreement with Ozco
MiTek has completed a North American sales and distribution agreement with Ozco Building Products. Ozco Building Products is best
known for originating the Ornamental Wood Ties (OWT) hardware category, offering superior-quality structural connectors for use in
decks, pergolas, benches, fences, gates, posts, gardens, planters, and more. Ozco is equally renowned for setting the highest standards
in retail displays, product installation training, and product knowledge.
As part of this new partnership, Ozco and its products will have access to MiTek’s North American sales force and will be available
through MiTek’s large footprint of retail and pro-dealer customers.
22
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Manufacturers Reserve
Will Be Featured On
“World’s Greatest” TV Show
Manufacturers Reserve Supply
(MRS) has been selected to
be featured in the popular
television series “World’s
Greatest!”
“World’s Greatest!...” is a
30-minute show dedicated to
highlighting the world’s greatest
companies, products, places,
and people. Each show is a
fast-paced tour around the
world featuring behind-thescenes footage, informative interviews, and exciting visuals. “Being chosen for this
show was exciting for our whole team, and being recognized for our 86 years of service
excellence, ethics, and integrity in our industry was an honor,” said Brian Boyd, general
manager for MRS.

Obituaries

It's with a heavy heart that the NRLA shares the passing
of the following members:
Ethel A. Bernard, 98, passed away on Aug. 25 after a brief illness. Ethel was the wife
of the late Emile Bernard and was treasurer of Valley Sales and Lumber Co.,
Goffstown, N.H.
Michael E. Laureno Jr., 79, longtime resident of Simsbury, Conn., passed away
peacefully on Sept. 20. The owner and operator of Laureno Lumber and Millwork,
Michael was elected Lumber Person of the Year in 2001 by the Lumber Dealers
Association of Connecticut and served as President of Lumber Dealers Association
of Connecticut from 1999-2000.
John M. Longval, 68, passed away on Aug. 22. The U.S. Navy veteran retired in
2016 from a career in lumber sales with Belletetes, Steenbeke and Sons, and
Sundeen Lumber.
Hugh Shepley, 89, formerly of Manchester, Mass., passed away on September 4.
A well-known architect in the Boston area, Hugh was the father of former
NRLA Chair Tony Shepley.
Abbott Wiley, 100, died peacefully earlier this month with his family and loving wife of
71 years by his side. Mr. Wiley was one of the founders of Wiley Brothers Inc., a familyrun lumber and home hardware supply company. LC
24
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WELCOME NEW
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
Capital Driver Leasing LLC
Ludlow, Mass.
U2 Fasteners
Thunder Bay, Ontario

Warranty Now Covers
Water and Ground Contact
Deckorators, a leading brand of Universal
Forest Products, Inc., is making a big
splash with new warranty coverage for
two of its composite decking lines. The
warranty for Vault and Frontier decking
has been expanded to include water and
ground contact—making Deckorators
one of the only brands in the industry
to stand behind installations in, or in
contact with, water or ground.
Featuring patented Eovations
technology that allows virtually no
water absorption, Deckorators Vault and
Frontier decking are now backed by an
industry-leading 25-year structural, 25year stain-and-fade, and 25-year removaland-replacement limited warranty that
states the boards “may be installed in
contact with the ground or submersion
in water.” Coverage applies to both fresh
and saltwater contact.
The enhanced warranty gives
contractors and DIYers the peace of
mind to use Vault and Frontier on a wide
variety of projects that call for attractive
looks and long-lasting performance.
Besides traditional decks and porches,
Vault and Frontier are ideal for structures
that come into contact with water or the
ground, including:
• Areas around pools and hot tubs
• Docks
• Floating platforms
• Ground-level decks
• Pathways
WWW.NRLA.ORG

EASY
FOR YOU

to separate the noise from the calm

Masonite® Safe ‘N Sound® solid core doors solidly
separate the calm from the chaos.
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On the Move
Epicor Announces CEO Succession
Epicor Software Corporation announced President and CEO
Joe Cowan retired at the end of October 2017, stepping down
from the leadership role and his position on the Epicor board
of directors. The board of directors has appointed Stephen
Murphy, former president of OpenText, to the role of CEO.
Before joining Epicor, Murphy served as president of
OpenText, a $2B global leader in enterprise information
management with 12,000 employees worldwide, where he was
responsible for all customer-facing activities, including sales,
marketing, partners and alliances, global technical services,
customer support, professional services, sales operations,
and cloud services. During his time at OpenText, he delivered
outstanding operational performance and was instrumental in the
completion and integration of four major acquisitions. His career
spans more than 20 years in the technology sector, including sales
and operations leadership positions at Oracle, Sun Microsystems,
and Manugistics, as well as manufacturing and distribution
experience leading global logistics and supply chain strategy and
major enterprise resource planning (ERP) implementations with
Accenture and Procter & Gamble. Murphy holds an MBA from
Harvard Business School and a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering from University of California, Davis.

Ridgefield Supply Announces
New Purchasing Manager
Ridgefield Supply Company, announced the appointment of
Jeff Batterton as its new purchasing
manager. Batterton brings 45 years of
extensive management and industry
experience to Ridgefield Supply. This
comes at a time when the company
has had upward mobility under the
reins of Margaret Price.

Pierot Joins Roseburg Forest Products
Sales Team
Roseburg Forest Products announced that Phil Pierot joined
the company as business manager—
Simsboro, effective Sept. 11. Pierot has
spent the past 28 years in the wood
products industry, most recently with
Arauco North America, where he served
as national sales manager.
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Digger Specialties, Inc.
Announces CFO Position
Digger Specialties, Inc. (DSI) announced
the promotion of Tim Stichter to Chief
Financial Officer.
As CFO Stichter will oversee all
fiscal operations of the organization,
including corporate finance, accounting,
and reporting. He will also serve on the executive team and
will report to DSI's CVO and president Loren Graber. Stichter
joined the DSI team in 2001 as the accounting manager. In
2005 he was promoted to controller and held that position until
becoming CFO in 2017. Stichter holds an undergraduate degree
from Hesston College and Indiana University South Bend and a
Master’s Degree in administration from Grace College. Prior to
joining DSI, Tim gained valuable experience from seven years
of work in the RV and boat manufacturing industries. Tim also
brings five years of administrative experience from a non-profit
organization.

Brian Dufour Promoted to
VP of Advantage Migrations
ECi Software Solutions announced that Brian Dufour has been
named vice president of advantage migrations. In this role,
Dufour will help users of the legacy and NextGen versions of
Advantage software prepare migration strategies to ECi’s cloudbased Spruce or RockSolid MAX business management software
for the LBMH industry. He will ensure they have the information
needed to make decisions about their technology.

Member Insurance Hires Former
Do it Best VP
Member Insurance Agency, Inc., announced the appointment
of Jay Brown as account ambassador. In this newly created
role, Brown will be working with major retail businesses in the
hardware store, lumber dealer, and building material dealer
industries throughout North America.
Brown retired from Do it Best Corp. in December 2016 after
capping a successful career of more than 30 years in the retail
home improvement industry. With annual sales of $3 billion, Do
it Best Corp. is the second largest co-op in the industry, serving
more than 3,800 member-owned locations in the United States
and in 54 other countries. LC
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New Products

CertainTeed Introduces Icon
CertainTeed has introduced Icon, a revolutionary new composite
siding. Made in the USA, Icon combines the beauty of authenticlooking, wide cedar planks with unmatched moisture resistance to
withstand harsh conditions and the test of time.
A thermoset, polyurethane composite cladding, Icon is
engineered to have superior moisture resistance to prevent
expansion and contraction. Additionally, Icon is lighter and more
flexible than fiber cement or natural wood to offer remarkable
speed and ease of installation. In fact, a single installer can cut
several planks at once, carry up to five at a time, and precisely
fasten each plank to a structure in fewer steps—reducing manhours by a considerable margin.
Icon’s extended-length, 16-foot panels can be installed
without flashing or caulking and butted together tightly,
preventing unsightly joints and seams.

Georgia-Pacific
Introduces New Air and
Water Barrier Accessory

Georgia-Pacific recently announced
ForceField corner seal, a new accessory
to its innovative ForceField air and water
barrier system. ForceField corner seal is
a 4-inch-wide, semi-rigid polypropylene
with a “living hinge,” which allows it to
be used for both inside and outside
exterior corners.
28
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LP Building Products
Debuts New LP
SmartSide
Perfection Shingle
LP Building Products has added a
new product to the LP SmartSide
Trim & Siding product line with the
LP SmartSide Perfection Shingle. This
new engineered wood fiber lap shingle
features a fine sawn wood texture with
no knots. Perfection Shingle achieves
the harmonious balance of cedar-like
texture and the clean lines of shingles. LP
SmartSide Perfection Shingles will have
a 5.5” to 6.5” reveal and are designed for
use in single-family, multifamily, and light
commercial applications.

Barn Door with
DesignGlide from
Jeld-Wen

With new DesignGlide barn door
hardware, Jeld-Wen is making it easier
than ever to bring the function and style
of barn doors to almost any space. No
reframing or custom doors required. It
offers a soft-close every time and won’t
slam shut. Barn doors add function and
style to any room.
WWW.NRLA.ORG

WHITE

Natural trim colors are gaining in popularity. But to a

SAND

contractor, that means losing time and margin on painting.
Give your customers – and their customers – peace of mind

CLAY

with PALIGHT Trimboard in Clay or Sand with Color2Core.™

PALIGHT Color Trim: Better than a shrink.
EVERCLEAN™ PROTECTIVE FILM

n a July day in 2017, John Dubrowin, 64, starts work at
Sanford & Hawley Incorporated, a family-owned lumber
retail company located in Unionville, Conn.
John is currently the company’s human resources director—
organizing worker orientations, staff trainings, and more—in his
22nd year with the Sanfords. He initially accepted their offer to
work as a dispatcher in 1995.
John has been involved in the retail industry since high
school. He grew up in White Plains, N.Y., with both his parents.
His father was an executive for Diamond International, which
owned Diamond Lumber Company.
“I was the one straightening out all the bent nails as a child,”
John said.
When John was 18 years old, he started working for F. W.
Woolworth Company in New York City. Then, at 25 years old, he
was introduced to the building material industry and worked for
Diamond Lumber as a helper on a truck.
“I worked in the yard, waited on customers, and helped
move things into stores,” John said. “I literally started at the
ground-floor in the lumber industry and worked my way up.”
John attended college at the University of Tampa. However,
all the while he tackled a full course load, he worked 49
additional hours every week.
30
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“I’ve taken on a lot of responsibility from an early age,” John
said. He was married during his junior year of college and had his
son six weeks after graduation.
John eventually moved back from Florida and has since
held jobs at multiple lumber companies.
“The companies I have worked for have been mostly familyowned,” John said. “I’ve found that you’re more an individual
there than you are a number, and you’re able to make more of an
impact than you would be able to working for a bigger box store.”
During the economic downturn of the late ’80s, John was
working as a manager for a company called Continental Lumber,
which crashed and sent John back out into the world of job
hunting.
During that time, he accepted a job at Home Depot after
helping Continental Lumber sell their facility to—unbeknownst
to him at the time—his future employers, Bob, Ted, and Frank
Sanford.
The Sanfords offered John a job shortly after their
introduction, but John couldn’t initially accept because their
offer was not competitive with Home Depot and he had a family
to feed.
Five years later, after interviewing once a year, every year, John
and the Sanfords consummated a deal and he left Home Depot.
WWW.NRLA.ORG

“Going back to what I said earlier about being more
an individual than a number,” John said, “I could tell the
Sanfords were that way. They were very much invested in their
employees, and I was interested in working for a company like
theirs.”
Since joining the Sanfords, John has held multiple positions,
including the one he has now as human resources director.
“When I took over human resources,” John said, “and was
no longer on the front lines dealing with customers, I made it
my mission that the employees are my customers, and I
approach things to take care of the employee like I would be
taking care of a customer.”
John goes on to tell a story that happened in 1988, just
a few years before he started working at Sanford and Hawley,
where a mill employee injured themself using a saw.
Though the Sanfords knew about OSHA, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, they were hesitant to reach
out, as they believed the administration was an enforcement
service, which could result in penalties and citations to the
company.
However, the local Connecticut OSHA operates much
differently than the company originally perceived.
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The program offers free, confidential safety and health
advice to small and medium-sized businesses like Sanford
and Hawley, and consultants work with employees to identify
workplace hazards and provide advice and assistance on
compliance with OSHA standards.
In 2000, John and the Sanfords decided to reach out to
Conn-OSHA and were happy they did because, just a few years
into the company’s relationship with OSHA, they received an
award from OSHA’s Safety and Health Achievement Recognition
program for their injury and illness prevention practices.
“Year after year,” John said, “we keep improving things and
inviting these people [Conn-OSHA] back into our stores because,
not only do we need to protect our facilities, but we need to
protect our workers, too.”
Moving forward, John and the Sanfords hope to educate other
lumber retail businesses about the importance of implementing
safety awareness and accident prevention practices.
“In the old days, there were so many hazardous things
to be found,” John said. “There weren’t safety manuals or any
real guarding of tools. Facilities and workers weren’t being
rightly protected, and there’s no reason for that to be happening
still today.” LC
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By Rob Totaro

ueled by the flavors of fall and having taken in the
gorgeous fall foliage, NRLA members from around the
country descended upon West Harrison, N.Y., for the
2017 NRLA Annual Meeting, Oct. 20-21, 2017.
Once this pumpkin-spice-powered group arrived, they were
ready to get down to the business of running the association.
From meetings to planning sessions—and even a few weddings
—the future of the NRLA was taking shape throughout the
Westchester Renaissance.
“It’s incredible to see so many of our volunteers come together
to lead our association into the future,” said Rita Ferris, NRLA’s
president. “I’m honored that these busy individuals take time
away from their business to make sure the NRLA and the LBM
industry continues to move forward.”
Moving from meetings to fellowship, the Annual Meeting gave
members a chance to reconnect with old friends and make new
ones. Friday night, following the opening reception, members
and their families hopped on a bus to check out the Great Jack
O’Lantern Blaze.
The sold-out event gave members and their families time to
have fun and witness some really amazing pumpkin carvings and
displays.
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Back to Business

A New Chair

“We pride ourselves on offering members exclusive moneysaving programs,” said Ferris. “But this partnership may be the
first that will directly add revenue to our members’ bottom line.”

“Each of us has our own reasons to be involved,” shared
Schnipper. “Mine has been the belief that the NRLA has
been and will continue to be the best advocate for my

Saturday morning began with a board meeting where speaker
after speaker highlighted the year’s successes and offered a
plan for the future. During the meeting, Ferris introduced a new
partnership with GreenSky, a financial services company, which
will offer NRLA members exclusive programs to offer special
financing in their stores.
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Following afternoon activities at the Statue of Liberty and
Saxon Woods Golf Course, Saturday evening saw the passing
of the gavel as Bob Bicknell became past chair and Dana
Schnipper began his term as chair. Addressing the large
crowd, Schnipper promised to focus on branding the
NRLA as a powerful advocate for the LBM industry.
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business no matter what the issue is.”
Calling the room to action in the upcoming year Schnipper
cajoled, “Each of us is the best advocate for the NRLA. Each
of us must do our part to encourage all members to get
involved. In addition each of us must encourage non-member
companies to join and become active by telling our stories
about how the NRLA has helped our individual businesses.
Let’s work together to build the brand and increase member
engagement. With your help we can move forward and
accomplish our common goals.”

Another Celebration

Following the audience’s standing ovation for the new chair,
past chair Jon Halgren took to the stage and, with the help of
fellow past chairs Linda Nussbaum, Chuck Handley, and David
Moore, honored Rita Ferris for her 10 years as president of the
NRLA. The celebration, which was expertly planned by Bob
Bicknell and Louise Farbstein, Ferris’ assistant, caught Ferris offguard, wondering why “we were off-script.”
The celebration was a fitting conclusion to a night that celebrated
the history of the organization while also looking to the future.
A future that glows brighter than any jack-o’-lantern. LC

SEE MORE PHOTOS AT NRLA.ORG.
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MEET D A N A

L

ike many NRLA members, Dana Schnipper
was born into the lumber and building materials
industry.
Born on July 28, 1951, Dana has lived in Sea
Cliff, N.Y., since he was 4 years old. At the time of his birth the
inflation rate was 7.88%, the average cost of a new house was
$9,000, the average wage per year was $3,510, the cost of a
gallon of gas was 19 cents, and the average cost of a new car was
$1,500.
Growing up in Sea Cliff Dana began his career in the lumber
and building material industry as a young boy, doing chores
during the summer at his father’s (Herb) and grandfather’s
business, Harbor Lumber.
After receiving his B.A. in political science from Binghamton
University in 1973, Dana began his post-graduate career at
C.W. Post College – Long Island University as assistant to the
academic vice president and later became acting director of
institutional research.
In 1978, Dana decided to join the family business. Six
months later Dana and Herb purchased Mirschell Lumber and
formed Hempstead Supply Corporation. They would go on to
sell the company in 2003.
In 1998, Dana partnered with Laura Wacik and Phil Bramson
to purchase two long established Architectural Door & Hardware
Firms; Upstate New York-based Joseph C. Ryan & Sons (1925),
Long Island-based EBCO Distributors (1965), which had previously
acquired Manhattan-based Hillsberg & Gough (1945). The new
entity JC Ryan EBCO/H&G, LLC specializes in providing door and
hardware packages for commercial, industrial, institutional, and
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high-end residential projects throughout the world.
Dana has been a vocal advocate for the LBM industry
through his work with the NRLA and his state and local
associations. Named the 2011 LILA Lumber Person of the Year,
Dana has served as chair for the New York legislative committee
since 2006, and his roots go back to the groundbreaking
Paid-When-Paid legislative subcommittee in 1997. He has
spearheaded the NRLA’s legislative initiative to exempt material
suppliers from retention in New York State.
Dana’s passion for advocacy is only surpassed by his love
for his family. For 41 years, Dana has been married to his college
sweetheart, Judi. They have two children, Rachel and Scott, and
three grandchildren with another on the way.
In one form or another Dana has been associated with
sailboat racing his entire life. At age 12 he started in sailing class,
and in the summer between college semesters the student
became the instructor. He has raced almost every summer
weekend of his adult life and now goes “frostbiting,” which is
winter sailing. For many years, Dana ran junior sailing regattas on
Long Island Sound for more than 150 children with six classes of
boats. Dana spent over 10 years working on the Board and Flag
of The Sea Cliff Yacht Club until finally serving as commodore in
2007 and 2008. His other hobby involves occasionally searching
for, and collecting, antique wood furniture.
He has served as president and is currently an active board
member at the Bayview Colony Club, which is his community
association.
Dana’s guiding principle is to be true to your own beliefs
and always continue to learn about the world around you. LC
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LIFTING INNOVATION

LBM Advantage
Better. Stronger. Together.

By Alexander Fakeri, CEO, MOJO, Creative Digital

You soak up as much “marketing knowledge” as you can. As a small business owner in this “not so new”
economy for more than a decade—the game has certainly changed; the channels, the speed of change,
the demographics, the competition—but one major thing has not changed: the need for a thorough
marketing strategy that provides tangible steps, grounded in research to reach and convert customers
where they happen to be. A smart marketing plan gives you the road map that allows you to fish where
the fish are—not where they used to be. As a backdrop, consider the following for context:
• Consumer perception IS reality
• Your online presence is the consumers’ 24/7 view of your business
• 90% of consumers will look online when buying a product or service rather than calling
or visiting a business
• Average consumers spend 49 seconds on a website
• A shotgun approach to reaching customers is a waste of time and effort
• You cannot, “set it and forget it”
With this in mind, as marketers, we must change our thought process in order to compete and succeed. If
we look at the share of U.S. and worldwide ad spending by medium between 2007 and 2015, it should come
as no surprise that the Internet has exploded (and continues to explode) as a marketing medium with more
than a 20% jump in spending. That’s not to say that other mediums did not also increase—they did.

U.S.
33.1%

2007
2015

8.2%

36.5%
TV

Internet

28.1%
28.3%

Newspaper

Radio

33.1%
10.9%
Magazine

14.5%

9.6%

4.3%

9.5% 5.2%

Outdoor and Cinema

Source: Publicis Groupe’s ZenithOptimedia (Advertising Expenditure Forecasts, December 2015). Numbers rounded. ZenithOptimedia
allocates ad spending according to where an ad appears. So "Internet" includes all Internet ad spending regardless of whether the
property is run by a pure-play Internet company, a newspaper or magazine publisher, a TV network, or other venture. This means,
for example, that "newspaper" share shown here captures print ad spending but excludes newspapers' digital advertising. More info:
zenithoptimedia.com.

Understanding the data is the first (and most important) step toward informing a strong marketing plan
that will sustain your business strategy. The data validates the path you’ll take and the decisions you’ll
make. In short, without this understanding, you may as well throw some darts and make your best guess
on how to grow your business.

To get started thinking about your marketing strategy, you first have to be able to articulate the basics.
What is your objective? Is it to capture leads, promote a service/product, introduce yourself into a new
market—or maybe it’s all of the above.
Do you know and understand the number of diverse pathways to connect with different audiences?
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When should you leverage social media versus a press
release or an alliance opportunity via radio, magazine, or
event? Do you know how to analyze each of these pathways
and determine the greatest return on investment or the
conversion cost associated with each? One path can provide
leverage for another. For example, combining a viral dynamic
method (e.g. Facebook ads) with a passive dynamic method
(e.g. banner ads) that points to a search engine optimized
(SEO) website that is also fed through radio ads might get the
job done but maybe it won’t. There are many combinations—
which one is right for your business?
What is the competition up to? You must know where your
competitors’ advertising is working and where it’s not.
Make your business decisions based on your strategy, not
your competitors.’ It may not make financial sense to spend
advertising dollars the same way—especially if you’re trying
to differentiate from the guy down the street.
Can you sustain the plan? Look at the cost and effort to fully
execute the marketing plan. Make sure you can sustain your
planning efforts for the duration—don’t run out of gas! Be
aware of changes in the marketplace. Outlets can change by

the season and so can consumers. And lastly, higher cost and
volume services typically support offline marketing.

Media Buys Est. Mat. Initial Est. Recurring
$30,000

$10,000

$35,000

Est. Total
$87,000

$12,000

Advertising and Marketing Resource Forecast:
Below is a forecast of how the advertising budget will be spent
over a 12-month period. This provides a general guide for the
allocation of advertising month-by-month over one year. In
conjunction with the advertising budget, we have overlaid the
required L.O.E. (level of effort) required to launch and manage
the various marketing initiatives over that same period.
25k
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22k
15k

6k
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6k
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MOJO LEVEL OF EFFORT

Facebook
PROS

CONS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Average ad costs $.0.18 per engagement
Can be changed on demand
No contract required
Promote: video, images/banners, website, and your
Facebook Business page directly
• One-day minimum preset, but able to stop a campaign at any time
• Prepay and set amounts
• Powerful analytics & conversion tracking

Very subjective
Character limits and rules make advertising tricky
If you don’t advertise, less than 4% of your audience will see your posts
Audience is typically 25 to 55 years of age
Facebook is for entertainment, not a dedicated shopping platform

Google (paid advertising)
PROS
•
•
•
•
•

Average ad costs $5 per click
Can be changed on demand
No contract required
Promote: text and display ads
Usually delay getting ads
to run and report

CONS
• Prepay and set amounts
• Powerful analytics
& conversion
• Can gain traffic within hours

•
•
•
•
•

Average ad costs $5 per click
Character limits and rules make advertising tricky
Lack of attention to detail can cost greatly
No long-term benefit to SEO
Auction-based service and price can fluctuate

Claim Business Listings (Google, Bing, Yahoo, Yelp, etc.)
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PROS

CONS

• Quick to set up and easy to manage
• Business listing helps greatly with gaining quality page rank and
ensuring consumers see correct contact information
• Very user friendly to set up on your own; if you can make Facebook
posts you should be able to manage these listings
• Typically FREE

• Can be time consuming
• Each business listing is independent of the other, so you might
need to set up 20 or 30 profiles
• Not all listings allow you to have consistent listings with
the same information
• Some listings will require a fee
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We’ve all seen the classic statements that consistently
lead to failure:
“I can’t afford to market my business.”
“All my business comes from referrals.”
“It’s too soon to worry about advertising.”
“I’ll just call someone when the time comes.”
“We’ve tried that before.”
“I’ve got a guy.”

Hopefully, so far this has helped shift your perceptions and
thought process behind your marketing plan, as well as
given you a strong sense of all the moving parts that go into
building a successful marketing plan. As you’re doing your
homework to build a plan that drives your strategy, below is a
simple cheat sheet of the top channels that companies use to
market today along with their pros and cons.

I’m sure you’ve seen some of your own excuses throughout
your work career and in the end, they all are self-fulfilling
prophecies. The challenge with any marketing plan is that
they take a lot of time—though time well spent. For many,
“time” is subjective. Does that mean a week? One month?
Two months? Conservatively, a full campaign that includes
social media, a logo, SEO-optimized website, fliers, leavebehind collateral, directional signs, business cards, and
banner ads can take approximately three months to prepare
and launch, and that’s if everything goes smoothly, which
seldom, if ever at all, happens.

Creating a marketing plan is vital for success in an everevolving and innovating marketplace. To stand out in the
crowd and above your competitors, marketing can make all
the difference. Spend the time to understand these principles
and develop a strong plan that will be your roadmap to
success. You’ll get out of it what you put into it. LC

Alexander Fakeri is the founder and CEO of MOJO Creative Digital. MOJO is a
digital agency in Baltimore, Md., providing creative and innovative website
design, branding, custom development and marketing solutions.

Video Content
PROS

CONS

•
•
•
•

• Can be expensive if not careful
• The more videos produced the more likely you will incur cost
increases in equipment
• To gain real results, new video needs to be created regularly

Increases your rankings with Google
Shows consumers what it will be like to work with you personally
Videos are watched more often than any other content type
Can typically control the final product, increasing your quality

Direct Marketing (direct mail, signage, canvassing, etc.)
PROS

CONS

• Direct marketing is still one of the leading ways to market
• You are distributing your brand for people who are your demographic
and looking
• Great for brand awareness
• Conversions value is extremely high

• Very expensive
• Once you print it, it is finished,
no chances to update the
message
• Typically this is an older
demographic and might not be
right for your product/service

•
•
•
•

Low percentage of viewers
Often thrown in the trash
Require a lot of creativity
No way to effectively
measure success

SUBSCRIBE to LC Wired, NRLA’s weekly newsletter at NRLA.ORG.
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P WER
TAP INTO THE

OF SOCIAL MEDIA
By Elton Mayfield, ER Marketing

Though it is hard to believe, at one point in time social media was considered
to be a fad that would eventually pass like other trends. The exact opposite
occurred. Social media has exploded in popularity year-by-year. If you own
or manage a business and are not on social media, you are missing out on a
fantastic opportunity to connect with clients as well as business partners.
SOCIAL MEDIA PROVIDES CLIENT INSIGHTS
Social media is essential to establishing client personas, determining what clients desire, and discovering how they
feel about your brand. People tend to be brutally honest on the Internet. Though some people use their real names
on social media, they are inclined to tell the truth as communication occurs from behind the comfort of a computer
screen. So establish a profile on the top social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, and Pinterest.
Gauge how your clients respond to particular posts. Do some digging into the information provided by your
company’s followers. You will gradually uncover important information that helps you better understand the people
and companies you provide products and services to. Armed with this information, you will be able to make sound
business decisions.

SOCIAL MEDIA BOOSTS BRAND AWARENESS
Social media outlets are free to use. All you have to invest is money in a social media manager’s wage or salary and
possibly the cost of a freelance content creator. The return on this investment is astounding. People who follow
your company on social media, read your posts, share your content, and subsequently visit your website will have a
heightened awareness of your brand. Customers who are aware of your brand are more inclined to be loyal across
posterity. According to a study recently conducted by The Social Habit, more than half of Americans who follow
businesses on social media are more loyal to those companies.

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT IMPROVES WEB TRAFFIC
AND SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)
Post high-quality, keyword- and key phrase-laden content to your social media platforms on a regular basis and it will
spur traffic to your website. This content will also enhance your search engine ranking. The key is to provide helpful,
insightful content on your social media platforms that inspires people to share with others. This style of content will
prove intriguing enough to inspire visits to your website and generate legitimate interest in your company’s offerings.
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RETAILERS

& SOCIAL MEDIA
89% of NRLA retailers have a website.
of retailers have at least
52% one
social media profile.

A LOOK AT THE
COMPETITION
Take advantage of social media for more
than connecting with prospective clients.
This important platform also clues you in
to what your competitors are doing. Use
this information to make prudent business
decisions. Perhaps you will find out your
competitors are using keywords or key
phrases that will also benefit your SEO
push. Maybe you will spot a new offering
or price point on a competitor’s social
media page that you can implement.

SOCIAL MEDIA IS A
TOOL TO ESTABLISH
LEGITIMACY
Businesses that use social media to
provide meaningful information that
helps customers solve problems, save
money, or improve their lives in another
manner garner widespread respect.
People will view your company as
legitimate and worthy of their business
if you provide insight or assistance with
your social media posts. Customers who
consider a business to be legitimate
are inclined to purchase its goods and
services. So post with care. Do not
hesitate to outsource content creation
to specialists who can provide intriguing
content that positions your business as a
legitimate industry authority. LC
WWW.NRLA.ORG

OF RETAILERS WITH AT LEAST
ONE SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILE
96% on Facebook
33% on Twitter
8% on Instagram
13% on YouTube

20% on Houzz
12% on Pinterest
11% on LinkedIn

AVERAGES
Facebook Likes .........................................................................................................772
Twitter Followers ...............................................................................................309
Instagram Followers ...................................................................................... 961
YouTube Channel Views ................................................... 46,150
Houzz Followers..........................................................................................................44
Pinterest Followers ................................................................................................. 77
LinkedIn Followers ..................................................... 349

MOST SOCIAL
STATE AND LOCALS

80% of RILBMDA retailers on social media
71% of ENYLDA retailers on social media
67% of NHRLA retailers on social media
Statistics are based off of a January 2017 analysis of NRLA member social media presence.
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HOW LUMBER DEALERS
CAN USE THEIR WEBSITE TO

GROW SALES
WITHOUT E-COMMERCE
By Zach Williams, Venveo

successful online presence for a lumber dealer
doesn’t have to involve an integrated e-commerce
store. But that doesn’t mean you can completely
ignore your website and expect to attract leads
and retain a loyal customer base.
In fact, there are three key components every lumber dealer
website needs to compel visitors to take the next step and become
a paying customer.
I’m going to walk you through each step so you can create
an easy-to-follow game plan for revamping your web content
and layout.
If you want to drive growth through online sales without building out an
e-commerce store, then keep reading.
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HOW LUMBER DEALERS CAN
STAY AHEAD OF THE SHIFT ONLINE
A huge chunk of the customer experience for all
industries is shifting online. This is even true for building
materials and supplies, including the lumber industry.

Instead, you can proactively shift your strategy to
fit the way people and other companies research and
shop today.

Even though your company’s traditional sales model
probably revolves around one-on-one relationships,
your ability to grow now and in the future relies
largely on your web presence. Everything about the
way your products are marketed, found, and sold
is changing rapidly.

How? By making your website your best salesperson.
It doesn’t involve a checkout cart or complex
plug-ins. Instead, you need to provide your online
visitors with three things:
1. A clear story or message.

But you don’t have to be left behind in the sawdust.

3. Real value that leads to increased sales conversions.

2. A simple buying experience.

LET’S TAKE A LOOK AT HOW EXACTLY YOU CAN DO THAT FOR YOUR LUMBER WEBSITE.

THE 3 IMPORTANT COMPONENTS
OF AN EFFECTIVE LUMBER DEALER WEBSITE
By focusing on your website’s message, user experience, and conversion ability, you can automatically launch your lumber
dealer website as a leader for your target audience. I’m going to tell you exactly how you can maximize each category on your
company’s website, plus show you some of my favorite examples from successful lumber dealers.

MESSAGE
To truly connect with potential customers, take a look at your
current website and think about the story you’re telling. What
type of customer are you trying to connect with? Specifically
gear your message to speak directly to your best leads. If you
have more than one type of ideal customer, don’t be afraid to
segment your content to focus on each one.

HERE’S A GREAT EXAMPLE OF HOW
KUIKEN BROTHERS IN NEW JERSEY DOES
THIS DIRECTLY ON THEIR HOMEPAGE:

In the example at the right, Kuiken Brothers separates projects
for residential and commercial clients so that each one is
funneled directly to where they need to go on the website.
And the content itself is targeted to the individual audiences.
Residential homeowners get to browse through inspiration
for their own homes, while commercial clients can view more
industry-specific expertise.

WWW.NRLA.ORG
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YOUR MESSAGE SHOULD ALSO OFFER SOLUTIONS TO YOUR CLIENTS’ PROBLEMS.
HERE’S SOME SUCCINCT MARKETING FROM CHICK LUMBER IN NEW HAMPSHIRE:

This section of Chick Lumber’s homepage not only positions
the company as the most experienced choice, it also quickly
outlines the details of their services. The copy is clever, quick,
and connects with any potential customer’s needs.
Don’t fall into the trap of overwhelming your website
visitors with too much knowledge and content. The key to a
successful marketing tone is to hone in on your message as
succinctly as possible.
In other words, less is more.
Your job is to get your customers to understand what makes
your company and product stand out from the rest. You don’t
need to turn them into a lumber expert—that’s your job. They
don’t need to know the details, they just need to know that

they’re getting the best product, price, and service.
Once you draw your customer in with a clear message, you
can then follow up with more information to clarify the
details. Your sales staff can take the lead on fielding these
questions after the customer is funneled through the website.
After all, your number one priority is to get someone to pick
up the phone or fill out a contact form after visiting online.
We’ll talk more about conversions in a bit, but the first step
is always to create the right message that speaks to your
customers and solves their greatest pain points.
After you’ve done that, the door is wide open to funnel your
online visitors to the most relevant content and eventually
turn your web leads into actual customers.

EXPERIENCE
The term “user experience” gets thrown around a lot these
days, and there’s a reason for that: If a lumber dealer’s
website is difficult to navigate, people have no problem
jumping ship midstream in order to find the information
they need elsewhere.
Even if someone does stay on a poorly organized website,
what kind of message is that sending about your company?
Not a very good one.
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Your website is a reflection of the quality customers can
expect from both your products and overall experience.
To give the best impression, prospective customers should
be able to find exactly what they’re looking for in a matter of
moments. Isolate your core services and make sure the most
popular options can be found within one or two clicks.
Just as your overall message should be short and precise,
your web layout should be as well. Your main topics should

WWW.NRLA.ORG

be visible in the menu bar, and drop-down menus should
be limited to four or five options. You can also segment your
audiences through these tools.

For example, Totem Lumber & Supply in Illinois clearly
markets to three distinct customers: commercial, industrial,
and residential. You know this by their tagline as well as their
online menu options.
A great way to test your website’s user experience is to
actually talk to a few of your reliable customers. Ask them to
provide feedback and even schedule an in-person meeting so

CONVERSION
Now that you understand how to draw leads to your website
and help them successfully navigate to the most relevant
information, let’s talk about how to leverage that online
experience as a sales and revenue generator.

you can see how they actually navigate through your pages.
Sometimes we get so close to a project that we have
trouble recreating the experience from a first-time visitor’s
perspective. Using a third party to give you feedback can be
extremely effective to make sure you offer the best website to
your customers and leads.
At the end of the day, your website needs to provide an
experience that is:
• Desirable
• Accessible
• Credible
• Valuable
• Findable
• Usable
Review each piece of your customer’s journey through your
website and decide if it fits into one of these categories. If it
doesn’t, decide whether it needs to be reworked or simply
removed completely.

RAKS BUILDING SUPPLY OFFERS A FREE TAPE
MEASURE OR 5-GALLON BUCKET IN RETURN
FOR SIGNING UP FOR ITS NEWSLETTER

But here’s the catch: Even online, you can’t just focus on
leads—you have to focus on relationships. That means you
have to give in order to receive. So if you want to capture
personal information from online visitors, you can’t just
install a pop-up box asking for their email address and expect
them to fill it out.
If you offer them something of value, however, they’re
much more likely to give you their email address or other
information in return.
Check out RAKS Building Supply in New Mexico. They
actually offer a free tape measure or 5-gallon bucket in return
for signing up for their newsletter.
Here’s why I love this idea so much. Not only do you get
the lead’s email address, name, and birthdate, you also
give them an incentive to come into the store. Plus, they’re
walking through the door with a good attitude because
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you’ve already given them a positive user experience online.
It’s an ideal way to integrate an online experience with inperson sales.
When you’re thinking of an offer for your online customers
and leads, make sure you’re looking at things from their
perspective. Is it worth their while to give you the
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information you want in exchange for whatever you’re
actually offering them?
As is true with most things, the simpler the ask, the better
success you’ll have. On your website, consider asking for just
their email address. It’s quick, it’s not too invasive, and it’s
still exactly what you need for a solid follow-up strategy. Free
swag isn’t your only option for providing an online offer. You
could also offer a free quote or consultation.
In addition to capturing the lead’s information, your website
should also provide value in other ways. Check out the blog
page for Parr Lumber.
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It gives visitors compelling information and appealing
photos to use as inspiration. Also note the message behind
this blog post. It doesn’t focus on how Parr can help create
curb appeal. Instead of being overly salesy, the blog provides
quality content while indirectly suggesting that Parr is an
expert that can do the job well when the time comes.
Converting online leads is all about building that customer
relationship—it can’t be just a one-way street. Think of what
you can offer your potential customers, commit to making it
happen, and make your website your best salesperson.
It’s that simple.
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COME SEE
ZACH
WILLIAMS
AT LBM EXPO’18

HOW TO GET STARTED TODAY
AND MEASURE YOUR GROWTH
One of the best parts about expanding your online presence
is that it’s easy to measure your lumber company’s growth.
Venveo can help you get started by performing a digital
audit of where you currently stand and figuring out the best
way to get you where you want to go.
My team and I use a variety of tools to do this, and we’ll create
a customized plan for your company. In fact, Venveo works
specifically with building material companies, so we know how
to optimize your lumber dealer website to achieve real results.
Whether you need a comprehensive lead-gen strategy or
a customer growth plan, we can get you there.
Shoot me an email (zach@venveo.com), and we’ll set up a
time to talk about your project. LC
Zach Williams is the founder of Venveo, Blacksburg, Va. Venveo is a digital
marketing agency that specializes in the building materials industry.
Check out Venveo’s blog at www.venveo.com.

Growing Your
Bottom Line
(Luncheon Panel Presentation)

THURSDAY, FEB. 15
12 –1:30 p.m.
Ticketed Event: $35
Cost includes lunch. Limited availability.

REGISTER TODAY

LBMEXPO.COM

LBM EXPO
2018
FEBRUARY 14-16, 2018

Rhode Island Convention Center
Providence, RI
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of every day, users are
uploading more than
72 hours of video to YouTube.
Sure, that’s a lot of cat videos to
sort through, but what might be
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is the fact that video, unlike
any other medium, is
delivering significant
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A recent Content Marketing Institute report found 60% of
marketers use video as part of their marketing strategy. And by
2021, video is expected to account for 80% of all internet traffic. So
how are you preparing today to reach your customers tomorrow?
New Jersey-based Kuiken Brothers, which now produces dozens
of videos each year, has been utilizing video since the launch of
its new website in 2014.
Initially, the goal of producing a video was rather simple: “We
had great photography, but if we could get a video on our
home page we would be able to get people to pronounce our
name correctly,” explained Ryan Mulkeen, director of marketing
for the 105-year-old company whose name was frequently
mispronounced. “Philosophically, if you can’t pronounce the
name of the company you’re looking to buy from, you are
probably hesitant to even call them. It’s a bit of a branding issue.”
From that initial video, Mulkeen was able to put together a
marketing strategy that would elevate Kuiken’s brand presence
with builders, architects, homeowners, and its internal staff,
while not creating additional production work. “All of the
things we are doing on the website we are doing anyway,” said
Mulkeen. “For me to go and send out a photograph with two
paragraphs of text, even I wouldn’t read that article or note. The
video helps us put that message in front of our sales team. And
it’s one component you can sit and watch for a minute or two
and truly get that global picture of what our intent and goal is.”

GO FOR YOUR GOALS

Keeping your goals in mind is imperative when diving into video.
For Kuiken Brothers, whose videos are consistently branded to
offer a seamless experience from video to video, quality always
played an important role.
“I was always sensitive to how we utilized YouTube but didn’t
want to make it look like a high production video,” cautioned
Mulkeen. “In the beginning we used a DSLR, with me messing
around in one of our conference rooms.”
Mulkeen, who foresaw the importance of video, did research into
more professional productions but found, several years ago, that
production costs for a two-minute video were quoted upwards
of $10,000. And while technology has brought those costs down
significantly, Mulkeen decided to attempt a different approach
to gain the look and quality he wanted.
“We did some research to find college kids who we thought
would have fun with a small budget. So that bridged the gap for
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us and got us some cool-looking content. Then we found some
guys whose budgets were a little more, but they were more
reliable and professional than the college kids.”
Mulkeen now rotates through two production companies to
produce Kuiken’s videos. His challenge is no longer quality,
but quantity.
“We have so much content that the challenge is finding the right
time to distribute it.”
As Mulkeen explains, shooting video is only part of the process.
The real impact comes from the distribution plan. How will you
get people to watch the video and take action?
“If I launch a video I’m going to launch on every social media
channel. I’m going to embed it on our website. Create a blog
post about it. It’ll likely hit a newsletter. We have to do our
internal sharing where I make sure our sales team sees a video
before everyone else does so they’re not caught off guard.
There’s a huge laundry list we do before we launch anything. It’s
the structure that’s been built over the last 14 years to cover all
of your bases.”
While Kuiken Brothers has found success using video to connect
with professionals and consumers, Pennsylvania-based Reeb is
looking at how it can use video to help educate employees.
In June 2016, Reeb launched the Reeb Learning Center to, as Reeb’s
Senior Manager of Interactive Media & Marketing Communications
Paul Ciccone explains, “provide product knowledge and training
for our dealers’ employees and any engaged homeowner who
wishes to learn more about doors prior to making a purchase. We
have found that salespeople with more knowledge display more
confidence and can quickly guide a homeowner to making a final
decision in the purchase of a door unit.”
Prior to 2016, Reeb had no experience creating video, but
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Through all of these efforts, Reeb is helping the dealers’
employees learn, which in turn helps build trust with the end
user. As we all know trust is something that’s hard to build. But
video offers a unique ability to take people inside a company to
help them build trust more quickly.

saw the value video could offer. The company made an initial
investment in video equipment and the hiring of two full-time
video positions—a Creative Video Producer and a Video Editor.
“We also partnered with a local PBS TV station to rent studio
space and build a studio set, which is where the majority of our
videos are filmed,” said Ciccone.

PRODUCTION WITH
A PURPOSE

With the studio set and expertise now in-house, Ciccone is
helping Reeb develop video for several different purposes:

•EDUCATION

“We use video at our Reeb College training events where
we invite dealers to join us on-site in our new training
room to learn more about upcoming products. In
September alone we were excited to host over 200
customers. We also use video to train employees
internally.”

Armed with an iPhone or Android, Jay Ward and his staff
produce weekly segments, give information about store sales,
and highlight behind-the-scenes footage that shows viewers the
people behind the brand.

•SALES

“I asked my staff team if anyone wanted to get involved,”
explained Ward, who was looking for a way to keep using
Facebook after his marketing person moved on to another job.
Ward has found that his employees, and even customers, have
really taken to becoming video stars.

•MARKETING COMMUNICATION

Tammy’s Tuesday Tips, Facebook Friday with Scott, and a new
feature called the ‘Great People of Ward Lumber’ have become
huge hits on Facebook, racking up thousands of views each
week. Scott Christian, a Ward Lumber employee since 2014,
hosts the weekly live “Facebook Friday” segment where he
highlights different products around the lumberyard.

Reeb integrates videos with physical Guided Selling
Showrooms to support sales at dealer locations. “Today,
education through our sales force and video is quickly
becoming one of our most effective forms of sales.”
“A TV Display program is used by our dealers displaying
product information and new product releases.”

•RECRUITMENT

“We also build video for Reeb recruitment purposes and
display these on our careers web page. We call this effort
#reeblife. Here we show what it’s like to work at Reeb and
highlight employees in different positions throughout the
organization. Many people within the company have really
embraced these videos, and some locations do make-shift
cinema sessions to encourage togetherness.”
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SIZE DOESN’T MATTER

Building trust is exactly what Ward Lumber in Jay, N.Y., is doing
with video on its Facebook page. With over 2,600 followers on
Facebook, Ward Lumber has more people connected with their
business than live in the northern New York town boasting a
population of 2,506.
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“Scott has real ownership of the segment each week. He chooses
his products, and often they are products we highlighted in
staff product knowledge. He’s our spokesman. ‘Self-appointed,’ I
might add,” added Ward.
As for advice for retailers looking to get started with video, Ward
explained, “It’s really easy with smart phone technology. And a
little bit of imperfection makes it real.” LC
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By Chris Rader
CEO of Rader
Solutions

I

n the past year, the headlines read of new data breaches nearly
every day. The data breaches are not only happening at giant
too-big-to-fail corporations. They are happening at organizations
of all sizes—including local and regional lumber yards. Protecting
company and employees’ data is critical.
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If you were one of more than 3 billion Yahoo email users
in August 2013, all of your emails have been copied and are
probably available on the dark web. What does this mean? It
means that any confidential information in a Yahoo email that
was on your computer at that time can now be exposed to the
world. The dark web is an anonymous online marketplace where
this information is bought and sold.
You may ask yourself, “What if I did not have a Yahoo
account?” If you sent any confidential emails to a Yahoo email
account, typically accountant, lawyer, or anybody else with your
company’s confidential data, then this has also been exposed.
Recently Equifax announced that the personal data of over
145 million Americans was hacked. Your Social Security numbers,
driver’s licenses numbers, date of birth, and addresses are now
also available on the dark web. We must now pay particular
attention when opening new accounts as the data used to verify
the unique identity of a person is no longer confidential.
During the last year, we have seen an alarming number of

fake emails asking us to transfer money. These emails look real
because they contain our company logo and look like they are
coming from a boss or another employee.
In one instance, a controller transferred $30,000 to an
unknown bank account because she received an email from her
boss asking her to move the money. Upon further investigation,
the email account was masked with the exception of one
character. For example, instead of the from account being
JoeOwner@lumberyardusa.com the from address was JoeOwner@
lumberyardosa.com. The regular user typically does not pick up on
this change of character from a letter “u” to a letter “o”.
When the user called our office seeking advice, she began
to cry. At that point, I knew this was real.
IT security can be compared to an exercise program
in that you must exercise security every day, or in this case,
every second. You just can’t set up the security and step away.
Tapping the resources of IT security experts is not enough. In the
instance of the money transfer, it was 100% user error.

HERE ARE 10 LUMBER YARD COMMON SENSE IT MANAGEMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS TO SHARE WITH YOUR EMPLOYEES:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Never transfer any funds from any account without verbal confirmation from the person authorized to initiate the transfer.
If not sure, speak to the person requesting the transfer.
Never change ACH account numbers through email communication without having a similar acknowledgement, usually verbal
as above. We have seen an instance where a bank account was changed and ACHs piled up to about $50,000 before the vendor
notified of non-payment.
Do not send confidential emails without using a secure email service. A secure service will only allow the reading of the email
with a downloaded key.
Do not use public wireless, coffee shops for example, for any confidential data like logging into your bank account. These can
easily be snooped allowing the hacker to capture your login information and password.
Request two-factor authentication for online accounts. In addition to your login and password, you will need a piece of
additional information at hand, such as a physical token. The login and password will not provide access without the token. The
token is dynamic, always changing.
Use strict password policies. Create unique passwords for each account. Never use your name in the password. Change the
default password on any new equipment. Don’t write your password down and place on your desk or in a Word document on
your computer.
For any credit cards or checking accounts, request notification via phone for all transactions. This will provide a real-time
text for all purchases, payments, and deposits. It is easier than ever to hack credit cards. So, knowing all charges in real-time
provides some layer of protection.
Protect your company and network. Make sure all of your security software is up-to-date and that all software patches
have been applied. Not doing so is a security risk.
Limit social media. Don’t expose your favorite color, high school mascot, date of birth, elementary school friend, or other
confidential questions that are used to qualify your identity on online systems. People take a personal quiz on Facebook and
next thing you know somebody has hacked their Facebook account using their own data.
Enroll in Security Aware Training for all of your employees. Contact your IT provider and inquire about options. Since initiating
the training with our users, we have seen a reduced number of incidents.

The risks of working in a lumber yard are constantly changing.
Many companies have a perfect safety record, are conservative in
their management practices and accounting practices—and are
positioned for the long haul. All good? Not so! For continued success,
you must get your arms around the risks associated with data. LC
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Chris Rader is CEO of Rader Solutions, based in Lafayette, La. Rader Solutions
provides nationwide comprehensive IT Support, including cloud hosting, network
management, telecomm and telephones, and IT security to the construction supply
Industry. Rader Solutions is celebrating 20 years serving our industry.
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TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY

DAY
BY
LETICIA
STRYKER

n the lumber and building materials store of the future,
there may be little need to have hundreds
of thousands of dollars of inventory sitting on
your shelves.
Purchasing will be fine-tuned to precisely meet demand. Big
data analytics will take into account your store’s sales history,
the weather, the phase of the moon, construction projects
currently underway by your customers and others, along with
thousands of other data points, to determine exactly which
items you’ll need to stock for the coming week.
Without employees hustling continually to receive new
merchandise and restock the shelves and the yard, the store
might go through periods of being completely barren of
merchandise.
Wait! Would you need 9,000 square feet of retail space to
house an inventory that stays on your shelves for hours or days
instead of months or years? Probably not. The store’s overall
footprint could be much smaller.
In this utopian retail environment of the future, inventory
would pass through the retail space rather than live there. The
size of the store, the amount of money invested in inventory,
and the costs related to storing inventory would all be
dramatically reduced.
That’s fun to think about, but it’s hard to say exactly how
retail will change in the future.
NOVEMBER 2017 LUMBER CO-OPERATOR
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THE ONLINE REALITY
The fact is, many online businesses are using some of these
techniques to great advantage right now. Their website is their
sales floor. Many carry little or no inventory, relying chiefly
on drop shipments to fulfill customer orders. Search engine
analytics help online retailers target a specific demographic and
refine their message for maximum effect.

THE RETAIL ADVANTAGE
Online shopping has a lot going for it. But, how does a customer
get to feel the heft of a circular saw they’re considering? How
about determining exactly how robust those gate hinges really
are? Consumers simply can’t do that while gazing at a screen.
What if the customer needs help deciding between three items,
all of which look like they could do the job? The LBM retailer is
better equipped to quickly illustrate the differences, give the
customer a recommendation, and get them back to work.
And, they can take it home today! That’s a huge advantage.

KEEPING IT LEAN
The dilemma for retailers has always been determining how
much inventory to have on hand at one time. Too much, and
you tie up valuable working capital in overstock. Too little, and
you won’t have what customers need when they come to make
a purchase.
No wonder retailers continue to work on this problem.
Keeping your inventory optimized to meet customer demand
has a number of advantages:
Lower inventory investment: The price you pay for
inventory goes beyond the cost of the items themselves.
Inventory that sits in the stockroom for extended periods of
time is subject to carrying costs. Taxes, insurance, the cost
of the storage space itself, are just a few of the additional
fees that make your inventory more expensive and cut into
your profits.
Improved cash flow: By lowering your inventory investment,
more of the money your business earns winds up in the
business checking account. With less inventory to look after,
the carrying costs mentioned above are greatly reduced.
The additional cash presents an opportunity to expand
the selection of items you offer your customers or make
improvements to the store. You can even reclaim the storage
area and convert it into income-producing floor space.
More frequent product turns: Think of inventory is an
investment. Retailers purchase products at a low price with
the intention to resell them at a higher price in the future.
A leaner inventory allows the purchase, mark-up, sell, and
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replenish cycle to repeat itself more frequently, meaning
more turns. Keeping those investment dollars in motion is
what any retail business needs to generate profits. Excessive
inventory slows the process down.
So how does a retailer reduce their inventory, keep customers
happy, and help their business do a better job of turning the
products on the shelf into money in the bank?

THE POWER OF POINT OF SALE
As mentioned earlier, online retailers use data from search
engines to target their customers. LBM retailers have access
to similar technology that’s designed to reveal unseen buying
patterns. These insights can help them optimize their inventory.
Sophisticated point of sale systems use advanced
algorithms to analyze your store's sales history to show you
which items your customers are likely to purchase in the weeks
to come. With this information, you can reduce the amount of
inventory you purchase and continue to have the items your
customers want.
For example, if you know your customers are going to buy
six 50’ extension cords over the next two weeks, there’s no need
to buy a dozen when it’s time to reorder. Most of those extension
cords (or the cash used to purchase them) will be sitting on the
shelf for weeks. This money isn’t circulating. It’s not generating
profits. It’s just sitting.
An intelligent point of sale system can help you avoid
overstock. You’ll be able to limit your inventory purchases to
the amount needed to meet customer demand for the next
two to four weeks.
How much would that lower your inventory investment?

IT CAN BE DONE
Having a physical inventory allows you to instantly fulfill your
customers’ needs, giving you a big advantage over your online
competition. A point of sale system that can reliably predict what
customers will be looking for in the near future is important to
have if you want to balance your overall inventory investment
with customer demand.
Reducing the total amount of inventory makes it possible
to generate more product turns and improve cash flow. At the
same time, you’ll reduce or eliminate carrying costs associated
with storing inventory for extended periods.
Until that inventory-free utopian retail reality presents itself,
an inventory optimized to meet customer demand without
expensive overstock makes your store more profitable. You’ll be
able to expand the range of products you offer and make your
store more appealing. Service, selection, and convenience give
you the upper hand against your online competitors. LC
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1-800-504-8044
www.princetonforestproducts.com

Primed Eastern White Pine Trim
Chemical-Free, naturally durable weather safe wood for trim, siding and patterns manufactured from hardy
Eastern White pine.

Decking-Trim-Patterns-Porch Flooring
Alaskan Yellow cedar is prized for outdoor use where decay resistance is important and
natural beauty is appreciated. Whether for decking, porch flooring, trim or even boat
building, this unique wood is distinctive and stunning when finished. Premium knotty and
C&Btr available.

Precision-Crafted Architectural Mouldings
Our moulding profiles offer affordable choices for a custom look. Production tolerances are
5 times the industry standard. You will appreciate the unequaled fit, finish and consistency

Aluminum Columns and Railing
Rails
Columns

Red Pine Flooring
Known for its rich color palette and knotty accents, Saco Valley flooring is a wise
choice for strong performance from a hard pine surface. Can be color customized
with finishing stains.

Pro-Series Moulding/Millwork

A collection of essential standard profiles for the professional contractor. Plus a full line of
Interior and Exterior door jambs for all your door shop needs.
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What Software & Technology
products do you sell?
LBM Lift Off is an end to
end ERP software platform
designed for LBM operators by
LBM entrepreneurs. Our truly
cloud-based software is hosted
on Amazon Web Services and
offers over 75 fully integrated
modules and the ability to
seamlessly integrate with third party software that is in use in the industry. Our location
based pricing is fixed with no limit on user volume. The Founders have over 45 years of
experience working every job in a building material dealer. From the forklift to the front
office we’ve done it all and understand what you need from your software system.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
With over 9,000 options and counting, LBM Lift Off has the ability to meet your individual
business process needs. With our vast experience in the industry, we have an understanding
of what dealer’s challenges are, and can adapt LBM Lift Off to address those needs on a
dealer by dealer basis. Having worked for both an independent dealer and a national dealer
at all levels, we offer a unique perspective on what it takes to compete and succeed in the
market and how technology can be used as a critical component. We are offering early
adopter incentives to NRLA members.
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Redefining ERP For The Building
Materials Distribution Industry
LBM Lift Off addresses the features that other programs are lacking:

xperience:

eliability:

The Founder, John Askin Jr.
was a member of Falcon’s
Advisory Council for seven years (five as
Chairman), Spent two years on BisTrack’s
Users’ Council, managed a Nemeon member company and spent three years as one
of Nemeon’s Directors and was a member
of The Executive Council on Construction
Supply, a think tank for independent dealers moderated by Greg Brooks.

LBM LIFT OFF runs and is
backed up on the most reliable
server environment — the cloud. With
unlimited, Internet-based storage and
world class security, it will be like you
have an army of black boxes working for
you. If your business is open – so is LBM
LIFT OFF.

ricing:
Location based and fixed.
There is no limit on the
number of employees who can use the
system and at all times, you control
who has access to the program. Gone
are the days of setting up your system
only to discover there are additional
charges for each team member.

We speak your language. From the warehouse, to the sales desk, to outside sales and the executive
office, we’ve done it all and understand how the software system affects each position in the company.

If you are planning to upgrade your legacy system
or invest in a new system, LET’S TALK.

732-800-2666
lbmliftoff.com/lcmagazine

Ponderosa Software
Contact: Tom Spillane Email: tspillane@caisoft.com Phone: (800) 422-4782 Website: www.caisoft.com/ponderosa

What Software & Technology products do you sell?
Ponderosa ERP Software: Ponderosa Software is Windowsbased Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software for LBM
dealers, distributors, and manufacturers. The software facilitates
information flow between all business functions: sales, inventory,
purchasing, production, installed sales, warehouse management,
CRM, deliveries, and accounting, with integrated document
management and business intelligence tools, to help our LBM
clients run their business at optimal efficiency.
Recent enhancements include the Ponderosa Sales Portal,
a web-based, mobile platform for 24/7 online ordering that
modernizes the procurement process and gives your customers
a more convenient way to buy. The portal’s Configure, Price and
Quote (CPQ) tool improves sales efficiency, eliminates costly
returns and rebuilds, and minimizes data entry costs by letting
customers design door systems, submit quotes, and place orders
on their computer or mobile device anytime, anywhere.

DataView Document Management System: The DataView
Document Management System is designed to standardize
operations, improve productivity, reduce costs, elevate customer
service, and ensure that your company’s data is secure. Tightly
integrated with Ponderosa Software, DataView instantly stores
and links system-generated transactions to related transactions
behind the scenes, and lets users access the documents at any
time, from anywhere, on an enterprise-wide basis. Automated
processes for importing, scanning, and indexing outside
documentation make DataView the fastest option for storing
and locating documents.
Ponderosa’s expert Implementation team can convert
legacy data from existing Document Management systems—
over 60 have been done to date—eliminating the cost of
maintaining another server. For more information: www.caisoft.
com/Ponderosa-DocMan-Overview.html

ECi Spruce
Contact: John Maiuri Email: SpruceInfo@ecisolutions.com Phone: 800-SPRUCE-1 (800-777-8231) Website: www.ecispruce.com
What Software & Technology products do you sell?
ECi Spruce is subsidiary of ECi Software Solutions and has provided advanced point-of-sale and business management solutions
exclusively to the lumber, building materials and hardware (LBMH) industry for more than 30 years. With over 16,000 users of our
software, Spruce customers are found throughout the United States, Canada, Caribbean and the United Kingdom.
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DMSi Software
Contact: Earl Downing Email: edowning@dmsi.com
Phone: 800-347-6720 x379 Website: www.dmsi.com

What Software & Technology products do you sell?
DMSi’s Building Results CRM is a standalone solution developed
in partnership with LBM sales expert Rick Davis. It helps reps
set and meet targets by improving prospecting, growing the
pipeline, managing territories, and optimizing time. The Microsoft
Outlook integration pulls in existing contacts, emails, and
calendars. Reporting tools help managers track performance,
identify opportunities, and lead their teams more effectively.
DMSi’s second stand-alone solution, Fleet Management,
lets businesses track mileage and repair records, automate
maintenance reminders, and approve service requests from one
place. Both of these stand-alone products integrate with any
backend system, so businesses can leverage their existing ERP.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
DMSi serves the lumber and building materials industry
exclusively. Every product, from Building Results CRM to the
Agility ERP, is developed for the unique needs of dealers and
distributors. Our support team in Omaha, Nebraska is made
of professionals with decades of experience in the industry.
Customers know they can count on personal attention, speedy
responses, and toll-free support 24/7 from people who truly
understand their business. DMSi is proud to be an independent,
privately-held company with more than 30-years of continuous
executive leadership.
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BuildPay

System Solutions LLC

Contact: Steve Wightman Email: wightman@gobuildpay.com
Phone: 518-567-9882 Website: www.gobuildpay.com

Contact: Dave Durrenberger Email: daved@syssolutionsllc.com
Phone:860-781-7136 Website: www.syssolutionsllc.com

What Software & Technology products do you sell?
BuildPay’s financial technology means builders, subs and material
providers get paid fast and direct from an escrow-like account.
Everyone is connected to the simple app, which has one goal:
to protect and streamline project payment to each participant.
With BuildPay, payments all originate at the funder’s escrow and
move just once; direct to the end provider of oversight, work
or materials. Think about that; nothing between you and your
progress payment except approved work...and no using trade
credit to buy materials. Material providers are set up to get paid
upon procurement.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
We believe you shouldn’t have to pay to get paid. You already
bid the right price. BuildPay’s platform is completely free for
providers of oversight, work or materials on a construction
project. Materials are procured with BuildPay’s closed-loop
debit cards, so suppliers never extend any credit and never pay
a transaction fee, unlike traditional credit/debit cards. Some
material providers may need to pay a small, one-time set-up fee.
Demand BuildPay for your next new project; we will help you
explain why projects paid faster move faster and cost less!

REGISTER
TODAY AT
LBMEXPO.COM

COMPARE

SIDE BY SIDE

What Software & Technology products do you sell?
System Solutions LLC provides Microsoft Dynamics 365 business
management solutions for retail, wholesale, production, service,
and distribution companies in the lumber and building materials
industry. Microsoft Dynamics 365 is a comprehensive system
that enables businesses to manage their sales orders, point of
sale, marketing, financials, production, warehouses, customers,
delivery and field service, suppliers, and e-commerce all within
one system. Microsoft Dynamics 365 can be used on any device,
from any location, any time.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
At System Solutions LLC, we offer our customers direct EDI
connections to suppliers in the lumber and building materials
industry, making ordering and product updates easy. Our
connections include, but are not limited to: Emery-Waterhouse,
Orgill, ACE, True Value, Do It Best, House-Hasson Hardware,
and more. We also provide around-the-clock support for our
customers, 24 hours per day, 7 days a week. As a certified
Microsoft Partner, we have resources and information from one of
the top technology companies in the world, while still being able
to provide our customers with personalized customer service.

LBM EXPO
2018
FEBRUARY 14-16, 2018

Rhode Island Convention Center
Providence, RI
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Paladin Data Corp.
Contact: Leticia Williamson Email: leticiaw@paladinpos.com
Phone: (541) 706-9622 Website: paladinpointofsale.com
What Software & Technology products do you sell?
Point of sale software.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
Paladin Data Corp. has been delivering an easy-to-use point of
sale solution for retail hardware stores of all sizes for 37 years.
Our user-friendly graphic display makes it easy for anyone, even
those apprehensive about new technology, to find what they
need quickly. Paladin’s Market Driven Inventory Management
uses your store’s own sales data to predict which products your
customers will be looking for in the weeks to come. Dramatically
reduce price shopping and ordering time, lower your inventory
investment, and have the right products available when
customers need them. For more profit with less risk, visit
paladinpointofsale.com.
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RenoWare Technologies Inc.

Cadsoft Corporation

Contact: Murray Cutler Email: murray@renoware.ca
Phone: 519-280-4211 Website: www.renowae.ca

Contact: Chantale Pitts Email: chantale.pitts@cadsoft.com
Phone: 888-223-7638 Website: www.cadsoft.com

What Software & Technology products do you sell?
RenoWare is a new app developed specifically to better manage
all types of installed sales offered by lumber yards, home centers,
kitchen and bath, and window and door centers. A proven
work process—lead to job close and follow-up; lead source
and customer tracking (CRM); data integration with design,
estimating, and ERP systems (2020 kitchen, deck, window and
door [Andersen, Marvin +], Epicor Eagle, Luxwood, Saberis);
complete document management: contracts, installation
agreements, change orders, completion and warranty certificates;
and much more. Measure to better manage—comprehensive
reporting to track job profitability (estimated vs. actual) and staff
productivity like close ratios and much more.

What Software & Technology products do you sell?
Envisioneer is a 3-D digital material takeoff software with many
added benefits. The simplicity of visualizing what you are
estimating and quoting is a game changer. 3-D takeoffs help
identify and correct errors before they become costly material
delivery mistakes. All materials can be organized in shipping
loads, and information is automatically imported to your POS
system. Integrate the 3-D model with 2020/MiTek/Weyerhaeuser
to reduce redrawing the work in each stage. One 3-D model from
the visual estimate can be used throughout the process. You
have complete control to ensure the estimates match your high
standards for accuracy.

Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
Free project templates (42/$250 value), two hours online training.
With over 15 years installed sales knowledge, we offer services
to improve installed sales operations. No up-front software costs,
low monthly subscription or purchase plans.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to customers?
At Cadsoft we recognize that a solid implementation plan is key
to your success, and we work with you in learning the software,
integrating it with your POS and other applications to ensure
everything goes smoothly.
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EMPOWER YOUR
BUSINESS
Supercharge your growth. Spruce™ software’s simple Windows®
based design allows you to focus less on your management
system and more on growing your business. Quickly access
data with intuitive analytic dashboards and make informed
decisions. Integrated general ledger means no need to
manually switch between accounting and business systems.

More Time. More Growth. More Proﬁt.

Spruce. Power functionality.
ecispruce.com

800.777.8231

info@ecisolutions.com

ecispruce.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.

MAKING ROOM FOR

By Kylie Fay

There’s been a lot of talk lately about Millennials in the
workplace, their needs, their wants, their workstyles—
you name it, there has been an article or study done
on it. We have a ton of great information on Millennials,
and we know how to attract them to our companies,
what to provide them with to keep them engaged,
and how to make the most out of their unique skill set.
We can take a break now, right?
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Nope, sorry. Before we know it we will be working to
decode the next group coming in, Gen Z. Just like we have
learned with the Millennials, the more we know about Gen Z
and what they expect out of the workplace, the better equipped
businesses will be to attract and retain them. Previously, many
people thought that employees of Gen Z were going to be
mirror images of the Millennials, but we’re quickly learning that
that’s not entirely true. While Gen Z and Millennials share some
common attributes, there are distinct differences between the
two, meaning how you market to Millennials now is going to
have to be completely revamped by the time Gen Z comes
breaking into the workforce.

TECHNOLOGY
You think Millennials are savvy with technology? Wait until you
see the next generation. Millennials were coined Digital Natives,
meaning that the majority of them had access to technology at
a very young age. They pioneered the digital age. They
watched as the CD player developed into an iPod and a desktop
computer developed into an ultra-thin tablet. Where Millennials
witnessed the birth and boom of technology, Gen Z was born
into it. Most Gen Z’ers don’t even remember a phone that
wasn’t a touch screen or a computer that wasn’t portable. So
maybe we have given the nickname to the wrong generation!
Gen Z’ers should be considered the Digital Natives and the
Millennials Digital Pioneers.

COMMUNICATION
Millennials love digital communication. Most would choose an
e-mail over a phone call and a text over an e-mail. Millennials
find digital communication faster and more efficient than
speaking face-to-face, and while Gen Z might have been born
with a cellphone in their hands, it seems as though they are
starting to gravitate back to face-to-face communication. That
being said, Gen Z has their own unique take on face-to-face.
Where previous generations would have to be in the same
room with a co-worker, Gen Z can be on a completely different
continent to still accomplish ‘in person’ conversations, thanks to
technology such as Skype, Facetime, and Zoom.
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Human Resources

CAREER TRACK
Over the years we have learned that Millennials have very little
patience for stagnant career tracks. They get antsy when they
feel like they aren’t moving forward enough. This often leads
them to move from company to company as they work up to
their ideal career and/or position. Gen Z wants to make the most
out of their on-the-job learning and are expected to trend more
toward companies that offer them the ability to experience
different positions and roles within the same company. They
might be coming into an organization in a marketing capacity
but a little ways down the road they might want to try flexing
their finance muscles. With that in mind, companies offering
job rotation programs will be more attractive to the Gen Z
employees coming into the job market.

EDUCATION
It’s no secret that most Millennials have spent a small
(sometimes not-so-small) fortune on their education. A large
majority of Millennials went on to receive advanced degrees
and yet a lot of them are working in fields not requiring such
qualifications. It is expected that Gen Z will take this into
consideration and look for ways to educate themselves outside
of the traditional college manner. This means employers with
strong on-the-job training and employee development will be a
major draw to the new Gen Z employees.
While the workforce might have just gotten a handle on
recruiting and working with Millennials, by 2021 Gen Z will
consist of a fifth of the workforce—meaning soon employers will
have to start focusing on the role the newest generation will play
in the workforce. How will you start preparing your organization
for Generation Z?

Kylie Fay is an employees resources associate with HireElements,
the recruitment network for A.W. Hastings & Co. As a strategic
partner, HireElements aligns people and opportunities, leveraging
a thorough understanding of its clients’ corporate environment to
provide the best human resources services for its culture. For more
information, visit www.hireelements.com.
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Electrical
Safety Tips

to Help Protect Homes and Businesses

By Jim Mulligan, Acadia Insurance

Every year, electrical equipment,
wiring, appliances, and tools cause
injuries and fires at both homes and
workplaces. Paying close attention to
the condition of electrical equipment
and taking appropriate and prompt
action to correct electrical problems
can help to ensure your safety and
the safety of those around you. To the
right are guidelines to help identify
and reduce electrical hazards.
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Insurance Matters

Electrical
Safety Tips

1
2
3
4
5
6

ELECTRICAL OUTLET SAFETY
Avoid overloading outlets with too many appliances
and ensure that electrical loads are appropriate for the
circuits.
Unplug appliances when they are not in use to
conserve energy, as well as minimize the opportunities
for electric shock or fire.
Use outlets instead of relying on extension cords and
power strips. Consider having additional permanent
outlets installed where needed.
Use ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs) in wet/
damp areas like kitchens, bathrooms, and outdoors.

ELECTRICAL CORD SAFETY

7
8
9

Inspect electrical cords to ensure that they are not
frayed, cracked, or damaged.
Do not place electrical cords in high-traffic areas,
under carpets, or across doorways where they pose a
potential tripping hazard or could be easily damaged.

CERTIFICATION AND AWARENESS
Ensure that all electrical products and equipment are
certified by a nationally recognized testing laboratory,
such as Underwriters Laboratories (UL), and read the
manufacturer’s instructions carefully.
Allow only trained and qualified electrical workers to
perform work on electrical equipment.
Be aware of signs of electrical problems such as
flickering lights and/or buzzing, sizzling, or humming
sounds from electrical systems.

Please contact your Acadia Loss Control representative for more
information on ways to prevent electrical-related injuries and fires. LC
Acadia Insurance is pleased to share this material with its customers. Please note,
however, that nothing in this document should be construed as legal advice or the
provision of professional consulting services. This material is for general informational
purposes only, and while reasonable care has been utilized in compiling this
information, no warranty or representation is made as to accuracy or completeness.
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THE BLIND SIDE:
IS YOUR A/R PROGRAM SAVING CUSTOMERS’
TIME AND EFFORT?
BY SCOTT SIMPSON
I loved the book "The Blind Side" about the discovery of future NFL left tackle, Michael Oher, written
by Michael Lewis and later adapted into a blockbuster movie starring Sandra Bullock. The story
opens by explaining how the left tackle position, someone who never touches the football, has
become one of the most highly paid positions in the NFL. It’s confusing to the casual fan, but
Lewis reveals the hidden-in-plain-sight logic: the most important player on the NFL roster
is the quarterback, typically a right-handed passer. The second most important position is
the left tackle, who prevents the defense from hitting the quarterback’s blind side, where
chance of injury is more likely.

TOOL BOX

B2B businesses have a blind side too: It’s their customer
experience with their A/R program. The largest customers
typically represent a significant portion of a B2B business’
revenue. Sure, your customers may have been won by product
or pricing considerations (i.e. an outstanding play by the QB),
but that revenue will be protected or lost based on how you’ve
helped them save the scarcest resource of all: time.
Simply put—customers don’t want to spend any more
time getting what they need than they have to. They’re busy
with their own customers and concerns about service. This is
especially true when it comes to billing, A/R, and other payment
or credit needs. Here lies a hidden front in the competition—and
B2B businesses who exploit it have a new strategy to lock in
customers and win new ones, too.
Success is no longer just the absence of problems. Sure,
customers expect you to have the product they need, have it
delivered promptly, have the order be accurately fulfilled, and
be billed without error. However, in the world where Amazon
has revolutionized the consumer buying experience—and has
eyes on doing the same for business—saving customers’ time
will earn you a sticky, hard-to-leave relationship. Bonus surprise:
you’ll also discover significant cost savings in the process.
Here’s how to make it happen.

#1 Make it easy for customers
to serve themselves.
Everything we need as a consumer is online—purchases
with your credit card company, ability to pay your phone
bill, etc. In B2B, however, that’s still considered cutting edge.
B2B businesses should invest in online customer account
management capabilities. Rather than customers having to call
your business and you paying staff to service these needs, make
it simple for your customers to get what they need, whenever
they need it. They should be able to download a statement, view
past purchases, make a payment online, request more credit,
dispute a charge, and any other common use case. They’ll get
addicted to the ease and routine of serving their own needs.
Want proof? BlueTarp regularly conducts satisfaction surveys
and discovered something seemingly counterintuitive at first, but
proves the blind side point. Removing the human touch from the
service experience doesn’t decrease satisfaction. In fact, BlueTarp’s
most satisfied customers are the highest users of our online tools.

#2 Notifications, their way.
No one likes to get a phone call asking them to pay their bill.
It’s a confrontation that is absolutely necessary for a few, but
actually avoidable for most. Invest in automated email due
date reminders and past due notices that provide a reminder of
what’s due and when. Better yet, include a link in the email that
connects to the online account so they can pay right away. Even
better yet, make these types of notifications configurable so your
customer can determine how they want to be communicated
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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with and when . . . email, phone, or even text.
BlueTarp has found that email notifications are just as
effective as a phone call in helping drive payment of unpaid bills
that are slightly to moderately delinquent. To state the obvious,
they are massively less expensive, can be executed en masse, and
are preferred by most as the desired communication method.

#3 Make it easy to get a credit
account with you.
The more effort needed to do something, the less likely it is
going to happen. Establishing a credit account is no different.
Filling out a paper application is still the dominant process
for most B2B businesses. Oftentimes the application may be
incomplete (requiring follow-up) or missing a signature (sneaky,
but requires follow-up), or takes a long time to be collected and
decisioned. For those trying to build an online process, this is a
non-starter, but even for those who are completely brick-andmortar, this can quickly become an excessive burden on your
business. After all, the credit account was designed to protect
you. You have to decide how important it is to get these properly
completed and decisioned.
B2B businesses using BlueTarp get the benefit of an online
application portal for their customers. Getting an account is
just a few minutes of online entry followed by an instant credit
decision with an immediately available credit line for use in that
online session or that store visit. The application has required
entry fields that eliminate incomplete apps and provide digital
signature capability where the customer can agree to the terms
without needing to print, sign, and mail in the application.
Not every B2B business is going to accept where the tide is
going. Few in 1995 thought retail giants like Macy’s, JC Penney,
and Sears would be struggling for survival or that the very
concept of the mall would be under threat of extinction. The
Internet channel, including companies like Amazon, has taken
an increased share of sales every year as customers decide that
convenience trumps trekking to the nearest megaplex. That
trend became notable a while ago and has now reached its
obvious conclusion. This trend leaves us questioning, what logic
suggests that only consumers value convenience when making
purchases, and business customers do not?
Consider yourself advantaged if you see where you need
to get with your A/R program while others don’t. Their exposed
blind side will be your gain. There are multiple paths to making
this play. You can build it up yourself with your own team, consult
with software providers who can build out modules for you, or
consider a customized B2B credit program from BlueTarp and
tailor your existing infrastructure. Whatever your choice, make
sure you are taking action to protect your blind side. You’ll reap
the rewards sooner than you think. LC
Scott Simpson is president and CEO of BlueTarp Financial, a leading provider of
B2B credit management services.
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Electronic Logging Devices
Requirements Take Effect in December
By Ben Gann
Vice President
of legislative &
political affairs,
NLBMDA
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It has been a complicated process for the new
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
Electronic Logging Devices (ELDs) rule. In August,
it was announced that enforcement of the new
requirement for companies operating commercial
trucks across state lines to improve compliance
with hours of service (HOS) rules would be delayed.
Enforcement will now begin on April 1, 2018.
Companies affected by the requirement are still
expected to equip their fleets with ELDs by December
18, 2017. Trucks equipped with older technology
approved to maintain records of duty status have
until December 16, 2019, to upgrade or purchase new
technology to meet the new requirements.
Earlier this year, on June 12, the U.S. Supreme
Court rejected an appeal by the Owner-Operator
Independent Drivers Association, which represents
independent truck drivers and small trucking
companies, to overturn a lower court ruling
upholding the rule.
The technology is used for compliance with
HOS rules, which limit the number of hours drivers
can operate a vehicle and replaces the paper logs
used by some drivers for HOS compliance. Given
the complex nature of the rule, lumber dealers
must know their responsibility ahead of the
implementation date later this year.
The short haul exemption from HOS
requirements remains in effect. Drivers with a
commercial driver’s license (CDL) operating a
commercial motor vehicle within a 100-mile air
radius of their normal reporting location are exempt.
In addition, drivers without a CDL operating a
commercial motor vehicle within a 150-mile air
radius of their normal reporting location are exempt.
A commercial motor vehicle is broadly defined as
one that weighs over 10,000 pounds or has a gross
vehicle weight rating or gross combination weight
rating of 10,001 pounds or more.
Dealers who have a salesperson that periodically
drives a commercial truck may also be exempt from
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the ELD requirement. A driver-salesperson whose
total driving does not exceed 40 hours in any period
of seven consecutive days is exempt, as is a driver
transporting construction materials to or from an
active construction site within 50 air miles of the
normal reporting location. Even with exemptions, the
employer must keep time sheets that show a driver’s
start and end times.
In April, NLBMDA submitted comments to
FMCSA in support of an exemption from the ELD
requirement for short-term truck rentals. The Truck
Renting and Leasing Association (TRLA) is requesting
a five-year enforcement exemption from the ELD
requirement for drivers operating short-term truck
rentals. If approved by FMCSA, all drivers of propertycarrying vehicles rented for 30 days or fewer would
be exempt from the ELD rule but still subject to the
standard HOS limits and need to maintain a paper
record of duty status.
Interoperability of ELDs is a concern with shortterm truck rentals. Companies required to meet ELD
requirements may not be able to use their device in
a short-term rental. That includes the ability of one
system to transfer a driver's record of duty status
for the current 24-hour period and the prior seven
days. It is also not clear whether short-term rental
companies will provide dedicated units in their
vehicles or rely on customers to furnish an ELD.
Short-term truck rentals are a flexible and
cost-effective option for companies, such as lumber
dealers, to meet operational needs without the
substantial costs associated with owning and
maintaining commercial motor vehicles. FMCSA
announced the short-term truck rental exemption
earlier this fall.
FMCSA is required under federal transportation
laws to issue a new ELD rule. Despite the challenges
in implementing the rule, the agency has moved
forward while considering exemptions to the
requirement. FMCSA has worked to alleviate
concerns related to driver harassment by providing
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drivers a process to file written complaints, limiting the ability
for employers to edit ELD records and preserving original ELD
records even when edited.
Drivers operating a truck equipped with an ELD are not
required to maintain a paper log; however, they are required
to maintain supporting documentation. In addition, all drivers
must produce either the display or a printout of a standardized
ELD data set when a law enforcement or safety official requests
a physical display of the information.
Compliance with transportation regulations has become a
growing concern for lumber dealers in recent years. As part of its
current strategic plan, NLBMDA has developed a Transportation

and Fleet Safety Toolkit to help companies better understand
and comply with various regulations applicable to commercial
motor vehicles. NLBMDA’s Regulatory Counsel Frank Moore
regularly updates the toolkit as changes are made to federal
transportation regulations.
Companies should evaluate their fleet and transportation
operations in determining compliance requirements under
the ELD rule. State Departments of Transportation are also
a good resource in better understanding commercial
vehicle requirements. Dealers that still have questions
regarding transportation compliance are encouraged to
contact NLBMDA. LC

Thank you for everything you do and your continued
support of BridgewaterWholesalers, Inc.
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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NNYLDA’s ANNUAL FISHING DERBY JUST
KEEPS GETTING BETTER AND BETTER!

Northern New York Lumber Dealers Association’s (NNYLDA) 16th annual fishing derby
was held Thursday, Aug. 31, in the St. Lawrence River 1000 Island Region with home
base being The 1000 Islands Resort in Clayton, N.Y. For many, it was a two-day event
with golf, a dinner cruise, and of course—fishing!
Members played a round of golf on Wednesday at Clayton’s C-Way Golf Club
followed by a dinner cruise on the St. Lawrence River, sponsored by PrimeSource, and
capped off with a relaxing evening at the resort overlooking the river. Then it was up
bright and early on Thursday with 70 attendees filling 15 boats with the choice to fish
for bass, pike, or salmon.
Largest bass at 21-1/2” went to Max Krueger, HEP Sales, while largest northern pike
at 29” went to Matt Dombrowski, JC Smith Inc. Upon return, the fishermen were treated
to a shore dinner prepared by the resort.
Everyone went away with great stories as well as a NNYLDA Fishing Derby shirt to
remember the occasion. NNYLDA Fishing Chairman Rick Maroney, from PrimeSource,
continues to bring this great event to new levels. LC
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RETAILERS,

WIN YOUR
ROOM

RETAIL MEMBERS:

Register for your badge by
Dec. 31, 2017 and be entered
to win 2 FREE NIGHTS
during LBM Expo ’18.

LBM EXPO
2018
FEBRUARY 14-16, 2018

Rhode Island Convention Center
Providence, RI

REGISTER TODAY

LBMEXPO.COM
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CNYRLDA 14th Annual Clambake
Central New York Retail Lumber Dealers
Association (CNYRLDA) held its 14th
Annual Clambake at The Spinning Wheel
in North Syracuse on Thursday, Aug.
25. With 175 attendees representing six
retail member yards and seven associate
members, it continues to be a premier
CNYRLDA event. There were endless
littleneck clams, horseshoes, softball,
other games, raffle prizes, and a big
50/50 cash payout. CNYRLDA Clambake
Chairman Casper Gottuso from BlueLinx
organized the event saying, “It’s a great
place for our members to get together
and enjoy a day with customers, family,
and friends!” LC
Pictured above: Joe Boucher (Quikrete) won the 50/50 drawing, taking home $667 in cash. Joe's wife Reneé was close by to help accept the award.
Presenters were Clambake Chair Casper Gottuso (BlueLinx) (L) and CNYRLDA's Second Vice President Jamie Evans (Reserve Supply of CNY)(R).
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IT’S MORE THAN WOOD.
IT’S THE MATERIAL YOU
BUILT A BUSINESS WITH.

Lumber is an industry fraught with risks, both natural and manmade. You need an insurance company that
understands that. Not just from an insurer’s perspective, but from yours. Acadia Insurance. We’re closer to your
business. And to you. With specialists in your neighborhood ready to serve you 24/7. Call your local agent for
more information on NRLA program options. Visit acadiainsurance.com Closer Coverage.

Maine

•

Connecticut

Massachusetts

•

•

New Hampshire

New York

•

Vermont

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation.
Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer
is subject to applicable underwriting guidelines and the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued.
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ENYLDA Clay Shoot

The Eastern New York Lumber Dealers Association (ENYLDA)
held its annual Clay Shoot on Sept. 15 at the Guan Ho Ha Fish
& Game in Scotia, N.Y. This was the fourth year ENYLDA has
held this fundraising event. This year's proceeds benefited the
Hudson Valley Community College Construction Technology
Department. After the clay shooting concluded, all of the
attendees enjoyed a pig roast.
ENYLDA would like to thank its committee chair, Jason
Hanna (Louisiana Pacific), for his efforts, as well as all of the
sponsors who supported this annual fundraiser. LC
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Eastern New York
Lumber Dealers Association
2017 VENDOR OF THE YEAR

A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR 2017 SPONSORS
PLATINUM

GOLD
A.W. Hastings & Co.
Bridgewater Wholesalers
Holden Humphrey

McQuesten Group/HOOD
Mid-State Lumber Corp.
PrimeSource Building Products

SILVER
Acadia/
Eastern Insurance Group
American Lumber Co.
AZEK – CPG
BlueLinx
Boston Cedar
Emery-Waterhouse
Fontrick Door Inc.

IKO Sales
LCS&Z, LLP
Metrie
Nordic Structures
Northeast Treaters of NY
Owens Corning
Parksite

Universal Forest Products
Wolf

BRONZE
PA & IN Lumbermens
Mutual Insurance Co.
Portland Stone
Ware Co., Inc.
Reeb Millwork Corp.
S.R. Sloan
Russin Lumber Corp.
Sherwood Lumber Corp.

Cleary Millwork
Coastal Forest Products
Leonard Lumber Company
Quikrete Package
Rigid Ply Rafters
Riverside Truss
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Murphy and Keith
Honored During Eventful Weekend
at the Samoset

Pictured L to R: Bob Hawkes, Jana Stevens, RLDAM Lumber Person of the Year
Jim Murphy, his wife Jane Murphy, and Rich Lavoie, all of Riverside Millwork.

T

he Retail Lumber Dealers Association of Maine (RLDAM)
and The New Hampshire Retail Lumber Association
(NHRLA) combined once again for their respective
annual meetings on Sept. 8-10 at the Samoset Resort
in Rockport, Maine. RLDAM honored Jim Murphy of Riverside
Millwork as their Lumber Person of the Year as NHRLA honored
Dan Keith of Selectwood as theirs.
There was a little something for everyone at this weekendlong event. Each state held separate board of directors’ meetings
on Friday afternoon, but reconvened that evening for an outdoor
cocktail reception and lobster bake. Following dinner, past
presidents and past Lumber Persons of the Year were recognized
for their past and ongoing contributions to the industry. Friday
evening concluded with a rousing “Iron Chef Plus” competition,
which pitted two teams from each state vying to make the best
original cocktail whereby earning their state points toward the
“Border War VI” title. New Hampshire dominated this event by
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NHRLA Lumber Person of the Year Dan Keith (Selectwood) flanked by
Carla Goodknight (L), and Mark and Donna Ruddy (R), also of Selectwood.

claiming the top awards in both the alcoholic beverage category
with their “Samoset Slammer” and the non-alcoholic category
with their “NHRLA Maine Squeeze.”
Attendees broke into smaller groups on Saturday morning
choosing from a golf outing at the Samoset’s “Pebble Beach of
the East,” a group hike up Mt. Battie in Camden, or a peaceful sail
around Penobscot Bay on the 55’ ketch Morning in Maine. In the
afternoon, the group got back together on the side lawn of the
Samoset for “Ultimate Backyard” competitions, which once again
pitted state versus state.
A reception and awards dinner on Saturday evening
capped an active weekend for the 138 participants. The final
announcement of the evening proclaimed NHRLA as the winner
of the Border Wars VI competition. But as the trophy was making
its way back across the border, the folks from Vacationland were
all too happy to remind their gleeful Granite State friends of the
4-2 series lead held by RLDAM.
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The New Hampshire Retail
Lumber Association would like to thank
the following 2017 sponsors
GOLD

SILVER

Boston Cedar
Cushman Lumber
Fairway Wholesale Distribution
Gillies & Prittie, Inc.
Keiver-Willard Lumber Corporation
Mid-State Lumber Corp.
Northeast Treaters, Inc.
Northland Industrial Truck (NITCO)
PA Lumbermens Mutual Ins. Co.

BRONZE

A.W. Hastings & Co.
AZEK Building Products
BB&S Treated Lumber
Bigelow & Company, CPAs
Capital Forest Products
Cleary Millwork
Coastal Specialty Forest Products, Inc.
Diprizio Pine Sales
Dow Chemical
Gordon Corporation

Portland Stone Ware Co., Inc.
The Quikrete Companies
Reeb Millwork
The Rowley Agency, Inc.
Royal Building Products
Sakrete
The TAPCO Group
Warren Trask Company, Inc.

Guardian Building Products
Holbrook Lumber Company
IKO Industries
Lamb & Ritchie Co.
Leonard Lumber Company
Mathews Brothers
McCrillis & Eldredge Insurance
Petrocelli Marketing Group
Princeton Forest Products, Inc.
Rafferty Wholesale
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Group hike participants pose in front of the World War I Memorial Tower on the summit of Mt. Battie.
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NHRLA President Ken Hamshaw (L) (Hamshaw Lumber), holds the
Border Wars trophy along with RLDAM President Joe Hondel
(Deering Lumber), and Most Valuable Couple (MVC) Lauren Litwin
(Russin Lumber), and Mark Brassard (Trex Company).

Tense croquet match during the Ultimate Backyard Competitions
featuring (L to R), Reneé Robertie (East Coast Lumber), Steve Farnham
(McCormack Building Supply), Tom Hampton (East Coast Lumber),
and Emma Farnham (McCormack Building Supply).

Mike Kelly (Coastal Forest Products), Tim Thornton (Fiberon),
Bob Jancewicz (EBS Building Supplies),
and James Means (Coastal Forest Products).

Sailing Penobscot Bay on board the ketch Morning in Maine.
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The Retail Lumber Dealers Association of
Maine would like to thank the following
2017 sponsors
GOLD

SILVER

Coastal Forest Products Inc.
Ideal Concrete Block Co.
IKO Industries Inc.
Kleer Lumber, A Div. of The Tapco Group
Masonite
NITCO
Owens Corning
PA Lumbermens Mutual Ins. Co.
Parksite

Portland Stone Ware Co., Inc.
Princeton Forest Products Inc.
Reeb Millwork
Royal Building Products
Therma-Tru Corporation
Valspar/Cabot
Warren Trask Company
Weyerhaeuser

BRONZE
A.W. Hastings
Benjamin Obdyke
Boston Cedar
Bridgewater Wholesalers, Inc.
Cleary Millwork
Cushman Lumber
Dow Chemical
Duralife
Gillies & Prittie, Inc.

GRK Fasteners
Holbrook Lumber Company
Keiver-Willard Lumber Corporation
Lamb & Ritchie Co.
Mid-State Lumber Corp.
Midwest Fastener Corp.
National Nail Corp.
The Quikrete Companies
Rafferty Wholesale
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VRLDA Honors Druke, Durfee,
and Britton Lumber at Lake Morey

Team Bethel Mills was out in full force to honor Lifetime Achievement Award Recipient John Durfee.

T

he Vermont Retail Lumber Dealers Association (VRLDA)
held its combined Golf Outing and Annual Meeting on
Sept. 21 at the Lake Morey Resort in Fairlee, Vt. Eighty-five
people participated in the day.
Introduced by his son Josh, Ed Druke, of WW Building
Supply, was honored as VRLDA Lumber Person of the Year. Team
Bethel Mills also turned out in full force to honor their president
and Lifetime Achievement Award recipient John Durfee. A bit
under the weather that day, 93-year-old Durfee wasn’t able to
attend, but received heartfelt praise in introduction from Bethel
Mills CFO Claudia Sherwin and son Lang Durfee. In a new twist
this year, VRLDA honored a Vendor of the Year. As voted by the
retail membership, Britton Lumber Company LLC was recognized
as this year’s VRLDA Vendor of the Year.
The VRLDA also elected a new slate of officers for the
coming year, with Tim Comes of Goodro Lumber at the helm as
president. Comes promptly thanked outgoing President Scott
Flynn of r.k. MILES for his service to the board.
In golf action, the Vermont Cup changed hands once again
with the team of Mark Leger (Coastal Forest Products), Don
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Riley (Parker & Stearns), Travis Cross (Poulin Lumber), and Mike
Wheeler (Wheeler Building Materials), seizing the cup with a bold
11-under-par 59. They ran away from defending champs Sean
Sullivan (Keiver-Willard), Scott Larson (Gilmore Home Center),
and Paul Koenig (Koenig Cedar), who placed second with a 63.

On hand to receive the VRLDA Vendor of the Year Award were (L to R)
Bill Morvan, Bob Moses, Theresa Taylor, Justen Gordon, and Sterling Golder,
all of Britton Lumber Company LLC.

WWW.NRLA.ORG
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FULL GOLF RESULTS
1st PLACE TEAM AND
VERMONT CUP WINNERS (59)
Mark Leger (Coastal Forest Products),
Don Riley (Parker & Stearns),
Travis Cross (Poulin Lumber), and
Mike Wheeler (Wheeler Building Materials).

The Druke Family of WW Building Supply (L to R): Josh, Terri, VRLDA Lumber Person of the
Year Ed, and Ryan.

2nd PLACE TEAM (63)
Sean Sullivan (Keiver-Willard),
Scott Larson (Gilmore Home Center),
and Paul Koenig (Koenig Cedar).
3rd PLACE TEAM (64)
Greg Paus (Silver Ridge Design),
Chip Decato, Bob Preston, and
Derek Taylor (all of Andersen Windows).
PUTTING CONTEST
Katie Gallagher (Huber Engineered Woods)
LONGEST DRIVE
Women’s, Hole #10:
Donna McIntyre (Hancock Building Supply)

Incoming VRLDA President Tim Comes (L) (Goodro Lumber), receives the president’s gavel from
Outgoing President Scott Flynn (R), r.k. MILES.

Men’s, Hole #2:
Rob Bicknell, Bicknell Building Supply
CLOSEST TO THE PIN
Women’s, Hole #7:
Hannah Knapp (Boston Cedar)
Women’s, Hole #15:
Sherry Pfenning (BlueLinx)
Men’s, Hole #6:
Steve Hoyt (A.W. Hastings)
Men’s, Hole #17:
Matt Beswick (Poulin Lumber)

New Vermont Cup Champions
Don Riley (Parker & Stearns), Travis Cross (Poulin
Lumber), Mark Leger (Coastal Forest Products),
and Mike Wheeler (Wheeler Building Materials).
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Jon Linscott with Putting Champion Katie
Gallagher and Mike Stevens (all of Huber
Engineered Woods), and Chris Gaiotti
(r.k. MILES).

NYLE 50/50 WINNER
Charlie Smith $160
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NJBMDA Annual Meeting
2018-19
NJBMDA TRUSTEES:
OFFICERS:
President
Bruce Stout
Huston Lumber & Supply,
North Plainfield
VP/Interim NYLE Trustee
John Perna
Hamilton Building Supply,
Hamilton
Treasurer
Dan Schaffer
REEB Millwork,
Bethlehem, Pa.

T

he election of the 2018-19 NJBMDA trustees, remarks from a member of the
NJ Assembly leadership team, and strong participation from NJBMDA retail
companies were integral to the success of the 2017 NJBMDA Annual Meeting,
held October 12 at the Raritan Valley Country Club in Bridgewater.
Outgoing President Nick Kuiken, Kuiken Brothers, spoke on the importance of
member participation in making NJBMDA a strong, relevant association. Whether
attending a networking event, supporting education initiatives, advocating for the
industry with local, state, and federal legislators, or encouraging high professional
standards, there is an opportunity for every retail or associate member and for
employees from leadership to yard staff to be involved.
Following the election of the 2018-19 board of trustees and thanks to outgoing
trustees Jack Cortese, Bridgewater Wholesalers, and Steve Gerard, REEB, newly elected
President Bruce Stout, Huston Lumber, presented his goals for his upcoming term. These
include continuing the focus on member engagement and participation, strengthening
the partnership between NJBMDA and NRLA, and looking for opportunities to build
relationships with younger members of the industry and to promote the industry as a
viable option to job seekers.
Keynote speaker NJ Assemblyman John Dimaio gave his insights into the upcoming
New Jersey gubernatorial race as well as expectations for budget and transportation,
both committees where he serves. The owner of a general contracting business in
Hackettstown, attendees appreciated Assemblyman Dimaio’s knowledge and support of
the broad range of issues and concerns of the lumber and building material industry.
Additional highlights included an informal golf outing to start the day and remarks
by incoming NRLA Board Chair Dana Schnipper, JC Ryan/EBCO/H&G and NRLA President
Rita Ferris. Thank you to all the 2017 NJBMDA sponsors for their generous support. LC
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Secretary
Darren DiMedio
Universal Supply,
Hammonton
Ex-Officio
Nick Kuiken
Kuiken Brothers,
Fair Lawn

DIRECTORS:
Keith Coleman
Hamilton Building Supply,
Hamilton
Bryan Jaeger
Jaeger Lumber,
Union
David Robinson
Woodhaven Lumber,
Lakewood
David Bernstein
Mid-State Lumber,
Branchburg
Doug Helmacy
BWI,
Branchburg
Mike Sessinger
Wolf,
York, Pa.
WWW.NRLA.ORG

Thank You
2017 Sponsors

PLATINUM SPONSORS

BlueLinx

GOLD SPONSORS

Madison Wood Preservers

BlueTarp Financial

Manufacturers Reserve Supply

Culpeper Wood Preservers

Parksite

Empire Company

Weyerhaeuser

Huber Engineered Woods
SILVER SPONSORS
American Lumber Co.
Boston Cedar
BROSCO
Eastern Engineered Wood Products
Emery-Waterhouse
Holbrook Lumber Co.
PDJ Components

Phoenix Manufacturing
Plywood Specialties Inc.
Portland Stone Ware Co.
PrimeSource Building Products
Russin Lumber Corp.
Sherwood Lumber
Simpson Strong-Tie
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2017 LDAC Past President Dinner
The Lumber Dealers Association of Connecticut (LDAC) held its annual Past President Dinner at the beautiful Mill on the River in So.
Windsor on Thursday, Sept. 28. Board members joined the past presidents to share camaraderie and great food. Past President Al Ginn
engaged all with entertaining stories of history and his 11 siblings. LDAC would like to thank the service, dedication, and support of its
past presidents. LC

Pictured from L to R: Lorraine Miner, Al Ginn, David Miner, and Greg Branecky (all of Miner’s Inc.), and Dave Bitso (Reeb Millwork).
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Storage Solutions for Lumberyards & Building Products
Ask about our new product
The
.
Load Builder
)

)

www.krauterautostak.com
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Lumberjack Load Builder

ȈThe Auto-Stak System
ȈCantilever Rack Systems
2

ȈMetal Buildings
ȈDrive-Thru Systems

5)
&

ȈMillwork Storage
Systems

%"
3

ȈPallet Rack Systems
ȈA-Frame Systems

Auto-Stak end-loads units in 60 seconds

Cantilever Drive-Thru
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LUMBER & BUILDING MATERIAL DEALERS FOUNDATION
DOUG FORD

GLEN ALBEE

GENN HAGAN

CHUCK RAY, PH.D.

Curtis Lumber Company Inc.
885 Route 67, Ballston Spa, NY 12020-3604
Work Phone: 518-490-1434, Fax: 518-885-1126

Ridgefield Supply Company
29 Prospect St., Ridgefield, CT 06877-0519
Work Phone: 203-438-2626, Fax: 203-438-3817

GNH Lumber, Inc.
898 New Loudon Rd., Latham, NY 12110
Work Phone: 518-313-1229, Fax: 518-250-5121

JEFFRY LARSON

JOE BEGNOCHE
Director

JON HALLGREN

The Pennsylvania State University, Wood and Forest
Science
205 Forest Resources Building, University Park, PA 16802
Work Phone: 814-865-0679

President

Vice President

Gilmore Home Center
PO Box 72, Bomoseen, VT 05732-0072
Work Phone: 802-468-5676, Fax: 802-468-3260

RICHARD TARR
Treasurer

Lapointe Lumber Company Inc.
2385 N. Belfast Ave., Augusta, ME 04330-0200
Work Phone: 207-620-7728, Fax: 207-623-3594

RITA FERRIS
Secretary

Northeastern Retail Lumber Association
585 N. Greenbush Rd., Rensselaer, NY 12144
Work Phone: 518-880-6352, Fax: 518-880-6353

DAVID MOORE
Director

Wiley Brothers, Inc.
PO Box 59 , Schaghticoke, NY 12154-9615
Work Phone: 518-753-4266, Fax: 518-753-6922

GREGORY BRANECKY
Education Chair

Miner’s Inc.
129 River Rd., P.O. Box 130
Canton, CT 06019-0130
Work Phone: 860-693-1111, Fax: 860-693-9644

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Director

Builders First Source
40 Golf Link Road, Middletown, NY 10940-2624
Work Phone: 845-467-6629, Fax: 845-342-3958

ROBERT D. BICKNELL
Director

Bicknell Building Supply
PO Box 5110, Potsdam, NY13676-5110
Work Phone: 315-265-3900, Fax: 315-265-1728

RICH CARAGEANE
Director

Portland Stone Ware Co., Inc.
50 McGrath Rd., Dracut, MA 01826-0670
Work Phone: 800-343-0001, Fax: 978-452-9988

Director

Advisory Board

Director

TONY SHEPLEY

Curtis Lumber Company Inc.
885 Route 67, Ballston Spa, NY 12020-3604
Work Phone: 518-885-5311, Fax: 518-885-1126

Advisory Board

Shepley Wood Products
216 Thornton Drive, Hyannis, MA 02601-8103
Work Phone: 508-862-6262/6200, Fax: 508-862-6066

JASON HANNA
Director

Louisiana-Pacific
775 Westmoreland Dr., Niskayuna, NY 12309
Work Phone: 518-949-0412, Fax: 508-862-6066

CHARLES HANDLEY
Director

Burke’s Do It Best Home Center
PO Box 1045, 38 East 2nd Street, Oswego, NY 13126-0545
Work Phone: 315-343-6147, Fax: 315-342-2268

JOE CECARELLI

JASON THACKER

Oxford Lumber Building Materials
113 Oxford Rd., Oxford, CT 06478-1929
Work Phone: 203-888-9200, Fax: 203-888-7941

Howe Lumber Company Inc.
PO Box 30, East Brookfield, MA 01515
Work Phone: 508-885-5396, Fax: 508-885-7667

Director

Director

LYDIA SMITH
NYLE Liaison

BROSCO
35 Upton Dr., Wilmington, MA 01887-1018
Work Phone: 800-222-7981, Fax: 978-475-4533

ERIN O’CONNOR
Staff Liaison

Northeastern Retail Lumber Association
585 N. Greenbush Rd., Rensselaer, NY 12144
Work Phone: 518-286-1010, Fax: 518-286-1755

PAMELA McHALE
Staff Liaison

Northeastern Retail Lumber Association
585 N. Greenbush Rd., Rensselaer, NY 12144
Work Phone: 518-286-1010, Fax: 518-286-1755

ED J. GODEK, III
Director

Rex Lumber Co.
489 Sullivan Ave., South Windsor, CT 06074-1942
Work Phone: 860-289-5441, Fax: 978-263-9806
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NRLA Officials

The NRLA Board of Directors is comprised of the Executive Committee and Directors, elected by the NRLA membership, and presidents
of the state and local association affiliates, including the Northeastern Young Lumber Execs (NYLE).

Executive Committee
CHAIR

DANA SCHNIPPER

JC Ryan EBCO/H&G, LLC
1800 New Highway
Farmingdale, NY 11735-1513
Tel: 631.694.0008, Fax: 631.694.1795
email: dschnipper@jcryanebco.com
Term: 10/17-10/18
CHAIR-ELECT

ROD WILES

Hammond Lumber Co.
2 Hammond Dr.
Belgrade, ME 04917-0500
Tel: 207.495.3303, Fax: 207.495.3389
email: rwiles@hammondlumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/18
VICE CHAIR

LORRAINE MINER

Miner’s, Inc.
129 River Rd.
Canton, CT 06019-0130
Tel: 860.693.1111, Fax: 760.693.9644
email: lkm@minersinc.com
Term: 10/17-10/18
IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR

ROBERT D. BICKNELL (BOB)

Bicknell Building Supply
P.O. Box 5110
Potsdam, NY 13676
Tel: 315.265.3900, Fax: 315.265.1728
email: bobby@bicknellcorporation.com
Term: 10/17-10/18
SECRETARY-TREASURER

GENN HAGAN

GNH Lumber, Inc.
898 New Loudon Rd.
Latham, NY 12110
Tel: 518.313.1229, Fax: 518.250.5121
email: ghagan@gnhlumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/18
PRESIDENT

RITA C. FERRIS, CAE

Kuiken Brothers Co., Inc.
6-02 Fair Lawn Ave.
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410-8040
Tel: 201.705.5380, Fax: 201.475.2180
email: nkuiken@kuikenbrothers.com
Term: 10/16-10/18
MEMBER-AT-LARGE

BERNIE NUGENT

Warren Trask Company, Inc.
63B Bedford St.
Lakeville, MA 02347
Tel: 800.752.0121, Fax: 608.946.1287
email: bnugent@warrentraskcompany.com
Term: 10/17-10/19
MEMBER-AT-LARGE

PAUL TARCA

Concord Lumber Corporation/
DBA Littleton Lumber
55 White St.
Littleton, MA 01460-4526
Tel: 978.486.9877, Fax: 978.486.2408
email: ptarca@concordlumbercorp.com
Term: 10/16-10/18
MEMBER-AT-LARGE

JOHN VOTER

Benson Lumber & Hardware Inc.
6 Martin St.
Derry, NH 03038-0444
Tel: 603.342.2531, Fax: 603.432.2018
email: jvoter@bensonslumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/19

Directors
JOE BEGNOCHE

ProBuild
30 Golf Links Rd. #40
Middletown, NY 10940-2624
Tel: 845.343.7742, Fax: 845.343.1587
email: joseph.begnoche@probuild.com
Term: 10/16-10/19

CHRIS COSTELLO

NRLA
585 North Greenbush Rd.
Rensselaer, NY 12144
Tel: 518.880.6352, Fax 518.286.1755
email: rferris@nrla.org

Timberline Enterprises, Inc.
4 Pond Rd.
Gloucester, MA 01930-1833
Tel: 978.283.0195, Tax: 978.281.6283
email: chris@tlumber.com
Term: 10/15-10/18

MEMBER-AT-LARGE

MARK DEWITT

JOE CECARELLI

Oxford Lumber Building Materials
113 Oxford Rd.
Oxford, CT 06478-1929
Tel: 203.888.9200, Fax: 203.888.7941
email: jcecarelli@oxford-lumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/19
MEMBER-AT-LARGE (LBMDF)

DOUG FORD

Curtis Lumber Company Inc.
885 Route 67
Ballston Spa, NY 12020-3604
Tel: 518.490.1434, Fax: 518.885.1126
email: ford@curtislumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/18
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MEMBER-AT-LARGE

NICK KUIKEN

Baker-Miller Lumber, Inc.
P.O. Box 117
Groton, NY 13073-0117
Tel: 607.898.5851, Fax: 607.898.3725
email: mark.dewitt@bakermiller.com
Term: 10/16-10/19

ED J. GODEK, III

Rex Lumber Co.
489 Sullivan Ave.
South Windsor, CT 06074-1942
Tel: 860.289.5441, Fax: 978.263.9806
email: edg@rexlumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/20
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DAN MARTIN

BRUCE STOUT–NJBMDA

BOB SHAW

ROB T. BICKNELL–NNYLDA

Reeb Millwork Corp.
6 Ledgewood Dr.
Sunderland, MA 01375
Tel: 413-335-9705, Fax: 866-849-2718
email: dmartin@reebmillwork.com
Term: 10/17-10/20
Huttig Building Products
25 Lehoux Dr.
Hooksett, NH 03106-1836
Tel: 603.624.0543, Fax: 800.237.8061
email: rshaw@huttig.com
Term: 10/16-10/19

State & Local Presidents
JIM WILLERTON–CNYRLDA

Belknap Lumber, Inc.
P.O. Box 217
Binghamton, NY 13905-0217
Tel: 607.729.1583, Fax: 607.729.0135
email: jimwillerton@gmail.com
Term: 1/17-12/18

ERIC TUCKER–EBMDA

Beatty Lumber & Millwork Co.
1835 S. State Rd.
Upper Darby, PA 19082-5417
Tel: 610.789.5036, Fax: 610.789.0662
email: eric@beattylumbercompany.com
Term: 1/17-11/18

RICH KEATING–ENYLDA

Curtis Lumber Co.
885 Route 67
Ballston Spa, NY 12020-3648
Tel: 518.885.5311, Fax: 518.885.1126
email: rkeating@curtislumber.com
Term: 10/16-10/18

BRUCE MCCRARY–LDAC

Ridgefield Supply Company
P.O. Box 519
Ridgefield, CT 06877-0519
Tel: 203.438.2626, Fax: 203.438.3817
email: bmccrary@ridgefieldsupply.com
Term: 11/17-11/19

NOLAN LEVINE–MHLDA

Fallsburg Lumber Company
13 Laurel Ave.
South Fallsburg, NY 12779-0649
Tel: 845.434.6161, Fax: 845.434.6997
email: nolanrlevine@gmail.com
Term: 11/16-11/18

Huston Lumber & Supply Co., Inc.
2 Interhaven Ave.
North Plainfield, NJ 07060-3603
Tel: 908.756.5700, Fax: 908.757.8698
email: bstout@hustonlumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/19
Bicknell Building Supply
P.O. Box 5110
Potsdam, NY 13676-5110
Tel: 315.265.3900, Fax: 315.265.1828
email: rob@bicknellcorporation.com
Term: 11/15-11/18

MIKE DUVAL–NYLE

Huber Engineered Woods
24 Grounds Place
Albany, NY 12205
Tel: 518.669.8781, Fax: 704.731.0759
email: mike.duval@huber.com
Term: 2/17-2/18

LANCE WAGNER, JR.–NYLILA
Glendale Lumber Company, Inc.
7121 73rd Pl.
Glendale, NY 11385-8292
Tel: 718.821.1840, Fax: 718.821.1265
email: lancejr@glendalelumber.com
Term: 10/17-10/19

MARIA FRATIELLO–RILBMDA

National Lumber Company
P.O. Box 32
Mansfield, MA 02048-0032
Tel: 508.339.8020, Fax: 508.339.4518
email: mfratiello@national-lumber.com
Term: 11/16-11/18

JOSEPH HONDEL–RLDAM

Deering Lumber, Inc.
14 Elm St.
Biddeford, ME 04005-2042
Tel: 207.283.3621, Fax: 207.282.6577
email: jhondel@deeringlumber.com
Term: 9/16-9/18

TIM COMES–VRLDA

Goodro Lumber Company Inc.
388 E. Main St.
East Middlebury, VT 05740-0007
Tel: 802.388.4915, Fax: 802.388.3595
email: timc@goodrolumber.net
Term: 9/17-9/19

LEAH FENNELL–MRLDA

Shepley Wood Products
216 Thornton Dr.
Hyannis, MA 02601-8103
Tel: 508.862.6261, Fax: 508.862.6012
email: lfennell@shepleywood.com
Term: 10/16-10/18

KEN HAMSHAW–NHRLA

Hamshaw Lumber Inc.
3 Bradco St.
Keene, NH 03431-0725
Tel: 603.352.6506, Fax: 603.352.8455
email: ken@hamshawlumber.com
Term: 9/17-9/19
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Associate Members

SUPPORT THOSE ASSOCIATE MEMBERS WHO SUPPORT US
MANUFACTURERS

Alexandria Moulding
Allura
American Original Building Products, LLC
Andersen Windows, Inc.
Atlantis Rail Systems
AZEK Building Products/TimberTech
B.B.&S. Treated Lumber of New England
Beau-Trusses
Benjamin Obdyke Inc.
Bonsal American
Boral
Boro Sawmill & Timber Co., Inc.
Brojack Lumber Company
BW Creative Railing Systems
The Cable Connection
Cellwood
CertainTeed Corporation
Column & Post, Inc.
Crown Heritage
Derby Building Products
Digger Specialties, Inc.
Doormerica
Duchesne Et Fils Ltee
Durgin and Crowell Lumber Co.
Eisenhardt Mills
EuroTec GmbH
Fabco Building Component Fabricators
Fontrick Door, Inc.
GAF Materials Corp.
GCP Applied Technologies
GPI Millworks
HB&G Building Products
Hohmann & Barnard, Inc.
Huber Engineered Woods, LLC
Huttig Building Products
Ideal Concrete Block Company
IKO Sales
Industrial Pallet, LLC
Interfor
Intex Millwork Solutions
Isolofoam
Jeld-Wen Windows and Doors
Johns Manville
Kasson & Keller, Inc.
Kohltech Windows and Entrance Systems
Koppers Performance Chemicals, Inc.
KVAL, Inc.
L.J. Smith Inc.
Lepage Millwork
Lincoln Windows
Lockheed Window Corp.
Lonza Wood Protection
Louisiana-Pacific Corp.
Maibec
Maine Wood Treaters, Inc.
Mainely Trusses
Makita USA
Marvin Windows and Doors
Masonite International Corp.
Mathews Brothers Co.
MoistureShield Composite Decking
Monadnock Millwork
National Vinyl LLC
Neuma Doors
NewTechWood, Ltd.
NextGen Building Components
Nordic Structures Inc.
Northeast Treaters, Inc.
OMG, Inc. DBA FastenMaster
The Original Lincoln Logs
Owens Corning Sales, Inc.
Palram Americas Inc.
Patwin Plastics
PDJ Components, Inc.
Phoenix Manufacturing Inc.
Pollard Windows, Inc.
PPG Machine Applied Coatings
Quikrete - Boston
Regal Ideas Inc.

WWW.NRLA.ORG

Robbins Lumber Co., Inc.
Rogue Valley Door
Roseburg Forest Products
Roxul, Inc.
Royal Building Products
Simpson Door Co.
Simpson Strong-Tie, Inc.
Stergis Aluminum Products Corp.
The Tapco Group
Therma-Tru Corporation
Timberlane Inc.
Trim Solutions, LLC
United States Gypsum Co.
Universal Forest Products
Upstate Door, Inc.
Upstate Doors/Structural Wood Corp.
USP Structural Connectors
Viance, LLC
The Waldun Group
Weaber, Inc.
Windsor Mill
Woodgrain Millwork

MANUFACTURER’S
REPRESENTATIVES
Component Sales & Marketing
Eastway Associates, Ltd.
Elite Sales & Marketing
Ideal Roofing
Karden Associates
Kelley Marketing Specialist, LLC
L. Thibeault & Associates
Lamb & Ritchie
Marquis Sales & Marketing
Mullen Sales, Inc.
Newbury Sales Group
Northeast Marketing Associates, LLC
Preferred Marketing Associates, Inc.
Pro Mark
Sales Professionals, Inc.

SERVICES

Acadia Insurance Company
ADP
Ahrens, Fuller, St. John & Vincent
Alampi & Associates Management Corp.
AmTrust North America
Associates Management Corp.
Association Master Trust
Beltz Ianni & Associates, LLC
Berkley Mid-Atlantic Group
BIK Hydraulics
Biz Lender
BlueTarp Financial, Inc.
Builders Association of Greater Boston
Building Leaders, Inc.
BuildPay, LLC
Cadsoft Corporation
Capital Driver Leasing
Central Maine & Quebec Railway
Cohenno, Inc.
Collis Crane Works
Combilift USA, LLC
Conover Beyer Associates
D.C. Bates Equipment Co., Inc.
Dancik International
DeSanctis Insurance Agency
DMSi
Eastern Insurance Group, LLC
Eugenie Door Solutions
Federated Insurance
Garden State Engine & Equip. Co., Inc.
Gilroy, Kernan & Gilroy Insurance
Grassi & Co.
Harry L. Folsom Club
Harter, Secrest & Emery LLP
HIAB USA, Inc.
Home Builders and Remodelers Association

of Western MA
Insurance Alliance of Central PA, Inc.
Insurance Office of America
Jackson Lewis, LLP
Kirkland Albrecht & Fredrickson, LLC
Krauter Auto-Stak
LCS&Z, LLP
Lovell Safety Management Co., LLC
Macpage, LLC
Majure Data Inc.
Member Insurance Agency, Inc.
MOJO l Creative Digital
National Kitchen & Bath Association
New England Industrial Truck, Inc.
New Hampshire Home Builders Association
Nitco
Northeastern Lumber Manufacturers
Association
Paladin Data Corp.
Payment Processing Consultants, Inc.
Pennsylvania Lumbermens
Mutual Insurance Companies
Penske Truck Leasing
Peter Raymond Wells Architect, LLC
Petrocelli Marketing Group
Ponderosa Software
Poulos Advisors
Red Horse USA, Inc.
Reinsel Kuntz Lesher LLP
RenoWare Technologies, Inc.
Roehrs & Company, Inc.
The Rowley Agency
RR Donnelley
RSM US LLP
SILBA
SnapDragon Associates
Spruce Computer Systems, Inc.
Star Marketing, Inc.
Sturm Corp. DBA Cranes 101 Cranes Aerial
Truck Service
Sunbelt Rack - CT Darnell Construction
Synchrony Financial
System Solutions LLC
Thompson and Johnson Equipment Company, Inc.
USI Insurance Services, LLC
V&H Inc.
W.D. Matthews Machinery Co.
W.J. Cox Associates
Wheeler Consulting
Wieczorek Insurance
Woodbrowser
Woodworks
WorkSafeWorkSmart.com, LLC
Yesware Solutions, Inc.

WHOLESALERS

A&B Wood Design
A.W. Hastings & Co., LLC
All-Time Manufacturing Co. Inc.
American Lumber Co. Inc.
Atlantic Plywood Corp.
Bateman Brothers Lumber Co., Inc.
Beland Forest Products Ltd.
Bennett Supply of NY
BlueLinx
Boise Cascade
BOSCUS
Boston Cedar
Bridgewater Wholesalers, Inc.
Britton Lumber Company LLC
BROSCO
Capital Forest Products, Inc.
Cleary Millwork
Coastal Forest Products, Inc.
Cooperative Reserve Supply, Inc.
Culpeper Wood Preservers
Cushman Lumber Co., Inc.
Dakeryn Industries, Ltd.
Denison-Cannon Co.
Di Prizio Pine Sales

Do It Best Corp.
Eastern Engineered Wood Products
Emery-Waterhouse
The Empire Company, LLC
Fairway Wholesale Distribution, LLC
Feldman Wood Products Co., Inc.
Flagship Forest Products
FLW Wood International Inc.
Garden State Lumber Products
Garmar Industries Inc.
Genesee Reserve Supply Co.
Gilfoy Distributing Co.
Gillies & Prittie, Inc.
Goodfellow, Inc.
GRK Fasteners
Guardian Building Products, Inc.
Hancock Lumber Co.
Hardware Suppliers, Inc.
Holbrook Lumber Co.
Holden Humphrey, Inc.
Hood Distribution–McQuesten Group
ILVA USA
J&S Supply Corp.
Johnson Lumber Company, LLC
JWS Distributing
Keiver-Willard Lumber Corp.
Langevin Forest Products, Inc.
LBM Advantage
Leonard Lumber Co.
Liberty Wood Materials
Lumbermens Merchandising Corp.
Madison Wood Preservers, Inc.
Manning Management Corp
Manufacturers Reserve Supply
Mariotti Building Products Inc.
Metrie
Mid-State Lumber Corp.
Millbrook Lumber
National Nail Corporation
New England Millwork, Inc.
North Counties Supply Co., Inc.
North East Sales Corp.
Northeast Lumber Sales, Inc.
Nutmeg Forest Products, Inc.
Orgill, Inc.
Oxford Timber, Inc.
Paint Sundries Solutions
Parksite
Philadelphia Reserve Supply Co.
Portland Stone Ware Co., Inc.
PrimeSource Building Products, Inc.
Princeton Forest Products, Inc.
Plywood Specialties, Inc.
R.A. Graham Co., Inc.
R.A. Lumber
Rafferty Wholesale
Reeb Millwork Corp.
Reserve Supply of CNY
Rex Lumber Co.
Russin Lumber Corp.
Screw Products, Inc.
Seacoast Mills, Inc.
Seven D Wholesale
Shamrock Building Materials
Sherwood Lumber Corp.
Stair Parts Supply
Starborn Industries, Inc.
Super Enterprises, Distributors
of Marvin Window and Door Products
Taiga Building Products Ltd.
Timber Trading Group
Top Notch Distributors
U2 Fasteners
V. Zappala & Co., Inc.
Vermont Wholesale Building Prod., Inc.
Warren Trask Company, Inc.
Weyerhaeuser
Wholesale Building Specialties
Wholesale Millwork
Wiener, Crowley & St. John, Inc.
Wolf Home Products
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Advertising Index

Acadia Insurance ..................................79
www.acadiainsurance.com
Bigfoot Systems ....................................94
www.bigfootsystems.com
Boise Cascade .........................................5
www.bc.com/distribution
BlueLinx Co. ........................................ IBC
www.bluelinxco.com
Boston Cedar......................................OBC
www.bostoncedar.com
Bridgewater Wholesalers Inc. ..............75
www.bwimillwork.com
BROSCO ................................................IFC
www.brosco.com
Cleary Millwork .....................................13
www.clearymillwork.com
DMSi ......................................................11
www.dmsi.com
Eastern New York Lumber Dealers
Association (ENYLDA) ..........................81
www.nrla.org
ECI/Spruce .............................................67
www.ecispruce.com/
Flagship Forest Products .....................27
www.kayu.com
Holbrook Lumber Co. .............................7
www.holbrooklumber.com
Huttig Building Products .....................25
www.huttig.com
Ideal Concrete Block Co., Inc..................1
www.idealconcreteblock.com
Koppers .................................................23
www.kopperspc.com
Krauter Auto-Stak.................................91
www.krauterautostak.com
LBM Expo.............................49, 64, 77, 95
www.lbmexpo.com

LBM Lift Off ...........................................61
www.lbmliftoff.com/lcmagazine
MoistureShield .....................................15
www.moistureshield.com
New Hampshire Retail
Lumber Association (NHRLA) ..............83
www.nrla.org
New Jersey Lumber and Building Materials
Dealers Association (NJLBMDA)............89
www.nrla.org
NRLA ......................................................37
www.nrla.org
Paladin POS ...........................................65
www.paladinpointofsale.com
Palram ...................................................29
www.palighttrimboard.com
Ponderosa Software .............................63
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
Portland Stone Ware ............................53
www.portlandstoneware.com
Princeton Forest Products ...................59
www.princetonforestproducts.com/
Retail Lumber Dealers Association
of Maine (RLDAM) ..................................85
www.nrla.org
Roseburg ...............................................17
www.roseburg.com
Sunbelt/CT Darnell Construction ........19
www.sunbelt-rack.com/
The Tapco Group ..................................21
www.midamericacomponents.com
Versatex ..................................................3
www.versatex.com
Wolf Home Products...............................9
www.wolfhomeproducts.com

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION
(PS FORM 3541)

The Lumber Co-operator (Publication
#0024-7294), owned by the Northeastern
Retail Lumber Association (NRLA)
is published seven times a year by
NRLA Enterprises, Inc., 585 North
Greenbush Rd., Rensselaer, NY 12144.
Publisher: Rob Totaro;
Art Director: Melissa Stankovich.
The following data is based on the Sept./
Oct. issue of the Lumber Co-operator.
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LBM Expo ’18 Featured Event!
CHANGES IN LATITUDES
BEACH PARTY

Thursday, Feb. 15 from 5:30 - 8 p.m.

Sponsored By:

Summer is coming! Expo attendees will have the
chance to reconnect with old friends, mingle with
new acquaintances, and dance the night away.
Changes in Latitudes—the country’s premier
tribute band to the Mayor of Margaritaville, Jimmy
Buffett—has thrilled audiences with its authentic
reproduction of the Jimmy Buffett concert
experience. Join us for the ultimate beach party!
This event will sell out, reserve your tickets now.

WIN A
TRIP
TO
MARGARITAVILLE
LBM EXPO
2018
FEBRUARY 14-16, 2018

Rhode Island Convention Center
Providence, RI

REGISTER TODAY

LBMEXPO.COM

END CAP

NRLA Members Host Yard Tours
Inviting elected officials to your business is an important part of NRLA’s advocacy efforts.
By touring officials through your location, they are able to witness what it takes to run your business,
and put a name and a face with the laws they are enacting.
This fall, NRLA members have hosted yard tours with congressional leaders, lieutenant governors,
and state and local officials. If you’d like to host a yard tour, please contact Ashley Ranslow at 518-880-6350. LC
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